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ISABEL SEVIER SCOTT
student in Rodgersville College, Tennessee, 1887-88;
studied in Pratt Institute, 1888 90; Columbus Art School,
graduated, 1891; principal ot the art department, Otterbein University, 1894 to date.

GRACE A. WALLACE
Otterbein University, art department, 1901; teacher
in china painting, Otterbein University, 1901 to date.

BURTON E. PARKER

ISORA PARKER

North American Normal University, Fostoria, Ohio,
1892; teacljer in same school, J80;?-94; president of same,
1891-97; principal of commercial department, Fostoria
Academy, 1897-99; princijtal of Otterhein department of
business, hHX) to date.

North American Normal University, 1894; teacher in
same school, 1894-97; teacher of stenography, Fostoria
Academy, 1897-99; teacher of stenography in Otterhein
department of business, 1900 to date.
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W. G. STIVERSON

THEODORE DAVIS

('ollef^e pastor.

Instructor in business department.
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TALLMADGE A. RICKEY
Instructor in piiysical culture.

JOSEPH O. ERVIN
Instructor in pliysicjil culture.
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WALTERS
E . .A, SANDERS

E. F. BOHN
Il. E, SHIRRY

H. E. HALL

W. B. LLOYD

CLASS NAUGHTY-TVVO
r
HE fall of eighteen ninety-eight witnessed the organization of as enthusiastic a set of Freshmen as ever
fanned the flame of college spirit in Otterbein. This was one of the largest freshmen classes ever
started in the college, and the quality of its membership was fully up to the quantity. The class of naughtytwo has from its beginning manifested an aggressive spirit. It has repeatedly flaunted its banner of green
and gold in the face of would-be desecrators, and openly and fearlessly held its “pushes, indifferent to the
vain but desperate efforts of other classmen to give trouble. It has never hesitated at fitting times to sound its
pman of victory and defiance in thrilling and sonorous tones, that the plebian crowd tried unsuccessfully to drown.
Starting with a goodly number, it has undergone considerable change in membership, a large number
from its ranks graduating in the class of naughty-one. Others have come forward to take the places of those
gone before, and the same thorough-going, aggressive spirit has prevailed throughout.
As is the case with most classes, the calm surface of its hearty good-fellowship has at times been ruflied by
the breeze of discordant opinion, but it was only the surface, the depths below remaining clear and undisturbed.
The class of naughty-two happily combines in its character both the idealistic and practical elements, a well-bal
anced and due proportion of each, and has never allowed impulse or sentiment to run away with its practical
common sense.
Each college class, ere it passes out from the classic halls of old Otterbein, strives to leave some impress on
the college life; tries to excel in athletics or do something original and striking, and thereby engrave its name
on the pages of college history. One class paints the college building in startling hieroglyphics, with more zeal
than skill; another class immortalizes its name and memory by planting a huge boulder on the college campus,
fondly imaginiug that it is there to stay; another discovers and turns loose in chapel, during the sacred hour of
prayer, a peculiar breed of pigeons whose plumage, by a remarkable coincidence of natural selection, is marked
with the class colors.
Now, class naughty-two was fully capable of doing any or all of these things. They, too, have prowled about
at midnight, scared the Preps, and climbing the college towers planted their banner of green and gold on the dizzy
heights. They, too, have disturbed chapel in various and unique ways, and have taken their part in all such triv
ialities, as a matter of course in college life ; but they base their fame on something more enduring than any of
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these. They can always point with pride to the monument of their enterprise, the Sibyl. The idea of an annual
for Otterbein had been conceived before, and efforts had been made to carry out the idea, but the class of naughtytwo was the first to carry it to a successful issue and supply an important need of the college. The motives and
considerations which led this class to venture forth into an untried field, to shoulder financial responsibilities, and
subject themselves to much arduous labor, were not selfish nor mercenary. The class had at heart the prosperity,
dignity, and honor of old Otterbein, and offered her the Sibyl as a token of the hearty respect and deep-seated
love which they have always felt for her. This class, in founding the Sibyl, furnished unmistakable proof of
their energy and enterprise, and gilded the name of naughty-two with undying fame.
So, here’s a health to thee. Class Naughty-Two: May thy bond of friendship never be broken: may the
hearts of thy men aiid maidens ever be knit together with the strong cords of good fellowship; may old Otteibein, thy mother, never regret, but always be proud to have nurtured thee from freshman infancy to senior
maturity. Then fill up your glasses, Naughty-Two, and drink deep to the health of our glorious class ! Let the
green and gold wave proudly above us, as we sound the old war-cry:
Bomb-a-lack-a! Bomb-a-lack-a! Bow! Woio! Wow!
Ching-a-Jack-a! Ching-a-lack-a! Chow! Chow! Chow!
Bomb-a-Uick-a! Ching-a-lock-a! Who are loe!
Wlurs^hot stuff? We! We! We!
Bi-si-ki-yi! Hot or cold! Wet or dry!
Naughty-tioo flies high! Get there Eli------i!
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Senior Illustrations of Well-Known Quotations
“ No doubt but ye are the people, and wisdom sliall die with you.”

BOHN - ** Much study is a weariness to the flesh."
BOWER—And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all he knew/^
DETWILER—Though she be but little, she is fierce/'

t
111
|j1

ERVIN—^^In the midst of life we arc in death."

|

HALL—"If Besse is engaged to three men in one year, how many men will Tammany
be engaged to in four months ? "
HUGHESWhen budding April blossomed into May."

||
I
i

KILBOURNE-^‘Love's Labor Lost."

KNOX—Love seldom haunts the breast where learning lies."
LLOYDHe is so disposed to opposition that he does not even eat anything that agrees
with him."
SANDERS—The kid is father to the goat."

|
jj
|
j

SHAUCK—" Brimful of learning."

SHIREY—''Some people talk and talk-and then, again, other people say something.
WALTERS—** Who spouts his message to the wilderness, lightens his soul."
WHETSTONE-**! wonder."

ROBISON—**Many are cold, but few are frozen."
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Tune: “ Marching Tlirough (Jcorgia.”

We're the class of naughty-three,
We hustle day and night;
And when ice start to do a thing
We ahoays do it right.
We never lag and loaf around^
But icork with all our might;
Long will our fame he remembered.
— Chorus.

We all icere Preps together
III those far-ojf happy days,
We learned to love old Otterhein,
And learned to sing her praise.
Her paths are very peaceful
And most pleasant are her ways,
Deep was her impre ss upon us.
— Chorus.

The Freshman year we made a flag
And took it into prayers;
The whole school rushed upon us.
For they said we put on airs;
The ground was strewn with tatteredflag
And blood and hats and hairs ;
Fiercely and long raged the conflict.
— Chorus.

CHORUS:

Hurrah, hurrah, the class of naughty-three !
Hurrah, hurrah, our hearts are light a,nd free !
Ring out the chorus loud and long.
For comrades true are we.
Comrades and classmates forever.
Swiftly flics the time away.
Our school life soon will end;
Let’s enjoy it while ice may.
Before our icays ice wend.
We'll write our story in a book.
The SIBYL, that will tend
To hand down our exploits forever.
— Chorus.

As Sophomore's we had a choir,—
Inquire not into that;
' T was not a charity afl'air.
We never passed the hat;
Our after-beat was famous
And we surely had it pat.
Rag-time was our inspiration.
— Chorus.
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(fess ^en), 1903

I.
Come, listen, my schoolmates of dear O. U.,
I'll tell you a story, plain and true.
'T is not of days long past and gone,
Nor of cruel ludtles and victories won,—
A simple history of a noble class.
Of happy lad and gay-hearted lass.

11.
No class contains }nore loytd girls.
With smiling faces and laughing curls.
The boys - none equcd on all the earth,
For gayety coupled ivith sterling worth.
As joyous a crowd as you leant to see,—
This illustrious class of naughty-three.

III.
Hark ! Just hear that fellow shout;
You 're bound to know when he's about;
He came to us from across the sea,
And ive love to call him, “Our dear Frankie."
'Tis true he's small in point of size.
But many girls think him a prize.

3

IV.
A maiden snudl and sedate and coy,
Fasily frightened by the glance of a boy;
I hate to .my it, and yet I'm afraid
She 'll ahrays be single and die an old maid.
May God forbid this fate if he can.
And send to our Flsic a worthy young man.

T"

Here's one we ccdl afoot-ball star,
Knotrn to players both near and far.
“Ikey" is his name on the foot-bull Jield,
Never knoivn to make way or yield;
Never frightened by beast or man,
A brave defender of the cardinal and tan.

VI.
Taylor—you have often heard the name
Along with deeds of glory and fame.
He carried our flag into ^^erico ;
No, not this one, you surely know
He's not a ‘‘‘"guy," if his name is this,
Behold on his countenance that look of bliss.
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VII.
A man who has sailed on the sea of life.
Along with a fair and hapjiy wife.
He wears his yoke with an easy grace.
With never afroivn on his demure face.
A married man must be sober, I ween.
And meekly obey his most e.rcellent queen.

VIII.
Scott—she never has a word to say.
Wearing such a quiet, tnua^suming ivay ;
Though she bears a name of great renown.
Known to all both in country and town.
It never seems to raise tier .sense of pride.
Nor call her away from mode.sty's side.

IX.
Don't you admire that fellow's shrewd lookf
He ’.s the honored editor of a famous book.
Known as the SIB YL, volume two;
You'lTpronounce it good ivhen you read it throxtgh.
In the field of literature he's bound to shine.
Just stand back and give hint time.

XV.

X
A stiuh'oii.s youth, never known to ride,
His cta.ssnmtes’ delight and Mary's pride.
Black curly hair and brains below it.
He knows a heay) if he doesn't show it.
Endou'ed with talents of music and art,
Can you wonder he captured a fair girl's heart f

XL
Charley is that little fellow over there;
He,fills with honor our president's chair;
Small of stature, like all the rest,
''•The little minister" suits him best.
Know his true worth, you never can;
But, say, girls, he 'll make an excellent man.

XII.
Hello! there comes that grave boy, Ray;
He's not cross, that's only his way ;
A man of business and not a crank.
In all his dealings he's honest and Frank,
I'm sure if ever you meet this j/outh.
You 'll find him one of trust and truth.

xin.
Meta is a maiden with a kindly heart,
Filled with niu^sic ami love and art.
She's an artist—you .should see her paint.
Portraying a sinner or a j^ious saint.
Don't puss an opinion till you stop and look
At her art displai/ in this noted book.

XIV.
He came to us from qtf the,farm—
Sec the miuscles of that brawny arm.
Fresh from the meadou's rich with flowers.
We are not a.shamed to call him ours.
He 'll,farm the better when we send him back,
An honored wearer of the yellow and black.
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Another .steps forth with a stately tread,
A croivn of dignity on his head.
A minister's son, and a minister he.
Ennobling the cla.ss of naughty three.
He strives,for renown, as a parson dre.ssed.
Pointing men to the land of rest.

XVI
Tr/io's that cute little girl over there

With .sparkling eyes and shining hair?
I'm surpri.sed! Yon had better retreat
If yon've never met our Marguerite.
She's the joy and]>ride of the banker's life.
And hopes some day to be his %vife.

XVII
Kind reader, ca7i you jiictnre the writer, when
He jiounded his head as he sat in his den,
Searching,for'thoughts,for a long, long time.
Then trying to e.rpress those thoughts in rhyme?
Forgive his errors and shed a tear.
And think of him kindly though he's not near.

^

.

ADAMS—** How firm a foundation/^
BUSHONG—What I looked he frowningly > "
CALLENDER—** He doth, indeed, show some sparks that are like wit/'
COWAN—** Poor babe, what can it know of evil ? "
EDWARDS—** It requires a surgical operation to get a joke into his understanding/'
LAMBERT, E.—** Innocence and virgin modesty."
LAMBERT, M.—** Can there be so fair a creature formed of common clay ? "
McFADDEN-**Oh, ain't it cute I "
RIEBEL—** A monument of a meek and gentle spirit."
SCOTT—** A sunny temper gilds the edges of life's blackest cloud."
SNYDER—** Perhaps he'll grow."
TAYLOR - ** Wiser in his own conceits than seven men that can render a reason."
ULREY—** A solemn youth with sober phi^.
Who eats his grub and minds his biz."
YOTHERS—** Oh, pleasant is the welcome kiss.
When day's dull round is o'er ; And sweet the music of the step,
^
That meets us at the door."

V
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KKISTKU
MCMULLEN
GOOD

ULRICH
MCl'OWELL
RANCK

MARKI.RY

nORIXG

BRUBAKER
J IDY
COONS

MOORE
LLOYD

SCOTT
WEINLAND

SOPHOMORE CLASS

86

ROOKMAN
MILLER

CUNNINIillAM

WILSON
MOORE

History of the Class of 1904
HE difficulty in writing this class history does not lie in finding valuable subject matter, but, rather, in suffici
ently condensing it so as to bring it within the limits of the space allotted to us.
Since the beginning of the year, “1904” has been known as the class under the gallery, and as the one
having the greatest popularity with the faculty, and the best personal acquaintance with the President. The
general work of the class, as always before, is acknowledged by the professors of the various departments to
be of superior merit.
The school year had scarcely opened when vague rumors began to circulate among the Freshmen and aca
demics to the effect that the Sophomores were slow in doing something, but later events have proved that this
delay did not mean that they did not intend to do anything. Not being privileged characters like the Seniors, they
could not gather in the University Hall, and not wishing, like section men, to tramp the railroad, as the Juniors
did, they boarded a south-bound traction car, one evening, in the very heart of the city, and repaired to a beauti
ful farmhouse in the suburbs, where they were so royally entertained that all were compelled to pronounce the
“push” a grand success. They were also entertained in their turn by President and Mrs. Scott.
The crowning glory of the year for the class was the local oratorical contest, for the winner, as well as two
others of the four contestants were members of naughty-four. Although O. Q. did not win in the State contest, the
class feels that their representative acquitted himself with great credit.
After the local contest the class gave a banquet in the Association parlors in honor of the occasion.
The history of this illustrious body must now close. Although sadly lacking in details, and in no way doing
justice to the many achievements of the class, it may serve to remind the gentle reader that it is on the move and
that no effort will be spared on the part of its members to cover with glory the standard of the class of 1904.
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BOOKMAN—** In the spring a young man^s fancy
Lightly turns to thoughts of love/*
BORING—^^Two hearts that beat as one/*
BRUBAKER—"llletn ^3na^i^u'5 ^rauletn, inillft Pu mid? l?abcn ?”
COONS—The less men think, the more they talk/'
CUNNINGHAM—^^Thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth/'
GOOD—** A man cannot cultivate his talents and his mustache impartially/'
JUDY—^Ut is only great souls that know how much glory there is in being good."
KEISTER—^* If parts allure thee, think how Bacon shined."
LLOYD—A thing of beauty is a joy forever."
MARKLEY—In maiden meditation, fancy free."
MILLER—*^She neglects her heart who too clusely studies her glass."
MOORE, E.—never knew so young a body with so old a head/'
MOORE, M.—** Thou art pale in mighty studies grown."
McMULLEN—am spare, and therefore spare me."
McDOWELL—*^ Sober, steadfast, and demure."
RANCK.—"Will you take the long walk with me ?
* Certainly,' said the schoolmistress. * With much pleasure.' "
SCOTT—^^The observed of all observers."
ULRICH.—" As modest as he is intellectual."
WEINLAND—"Fools rush in where angels fear to tread."
WILSON—** I never felt the kiss of love,
Nor maiden*s hand in mine."
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GROUP OF OTTERBEIN ROOMS
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SHIVKIA'

TUUXAL

TRUXAL
WKEI.S

VANSICKLE
CHARI.ES
LESHKR

HENDRICKSON
KlKliEL
HARLACHKR

WEAVER
CALLENDER
KLINE

MARSHAL!,

WISE

HENDRICKSON
SHERRICK

WILLIAMS

HENDRICKSON

WEITKAMI*

FRESHMAN CLASS
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HUGHES

WARSON
MARSHAL

DELLAR
SMITH

KINDERT

History of the Class of 1905
HE class of 1905 is the most enterprising and hustling class that old Otterbcin has known for years.

For

enumerating all the reasons for making the foregoing statement, space is not allowed.
Class spirit this year has been high. Last fall we were the first to start the ball rolling by having
our annual class social. We thought we would go away out of the limits of the town, where we should be
free from interference from meddlesome PrejDS and curious classmen. But, alas! the secret place of feasting and
revelry became known at the last minute and, to our dismay, a large and confident crowd met us at the car. The
enemy began the attack immediately, by a flank movement and also from the rear; but, under the capable and
(‘fficient leadership of General Warson, who posted himself in a commanding position, after some sharp volleys
we repulsed them and left them on the field of battle, moaning and groaning with chagrin and dismay at the ease
with which their forces had been overcome and with which their prey had escaped them. They sent out scouts
to determine our location, but, beyond some random exchanges with these, we were not further molested and were
left to enjoy the evening’s festivities and to place our banner on top of the college flag-pole. Our beautiful em
blem suffered the usual fate of being torn into a thousand shreds, but the gray and blue, which had been painted
on the pole in indelible colors, remain to this day.
In advertising the college we have done much.

We have organized and supported a basket-ball team which

is second to none (except Kenyon and Columbus Y. M. C. A.). After practicing hard and faithfully for about
two months in the fall, and defeating the strong Prep team in a practice game, we desired a little real experience
in the game; and w^e got it from Kenyon. That we profited by this experience is shown by our next game, in
which we defeated the strong Kenyon Military Academy team by 57 to 7. This renewed our confidence and caused
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to schedule a game with the champion Columbus Y. M. C. A. team, which has defeated some of the^strongest
organizations in the State. In this game we met our Waterloo and were defeated by the score o o to o. In th,s
US

defeat there was no disgrace, but to show the people that we could play the game under the right conditions w
invited the Ohio State University sophomores to battle with us, and crowned ourselves
over them and dancing on their prostrate bodies to the tune of 52 to 17. We
That we might claim the championship, a challenge to the classes of the school was tacked on the
board, but no one dared to meet the naughtyfive. Our superiority has been demonstrated not o" y
sium but also on the field, for last spring, as Preps, we outpointed all other classes in school on h lel
ay.
That our physical development has not been detrimental to our brain power, but has caused us to grow intel
lectually, is proved by the fact that we are not afraid to have you consult any of the professors about our grades.

The

[/reshn)9n

in a
l^dtshell
Already Cracked

CALLENDER—You can give it extempore, for it is nothing but roaring/^
DELLAR—*^Pa"
CHARLES
]
.
. . < . r..,,
,---** The long and the short of \i*
HARLACHER i
^
HENDRICKSON, A.-^' I am satisfied in nature/"
HENDRICKSON, CHARLES—''LoveI his affections do not that way tend/"
HENDRICKSON, CARRIE—"One woe doth tread upon another"s heels, so fast they
follow/"
HUGHES—"He that ruleth his spirit is better than he that taketh a city/"
KLINE—"Throw physic to the dogs/"
KUNDERT—"One vast substantial smile/"
LESHER—"Man looketh on the outward appearance/"
MARSHALL, U. )
^
j
' Two lovely berries molded on the same stem,
MARSHALL, V. )
RIEBEL—"His heart kep" goin" pity-pat.
But hern went pity-Zekle/"
SHERRICK—" The glass of fashion and the mold of form/"
SHIVELY—"A pestilence on him for a mad rogue.""
SMITH—"Fate tried to conceal her by naming her Smith.""
TRUXAL, E.—" Much learning hath made thee mad.""
TRUXAL, M.—"A rose by any other name would be as sweet/"
VANSICKLE—"O heavenly powers I restore him/"
'WARSON-"As idle as a painted ship upon a painted ocean.""
WEAVER—" The soul of this man is in his clothes.""
WEITKAMP—" Oh, what a noble mind is here overthrown/"
WELLS—"She sat like patience on a monument, smiling at grief.""
WILLIAMS—" A horse I a horse I my kingdom for a horse!""
WISE—" What "s in a name ?""
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT

The Evolution of the Prep
PREP is an animate object. In natural science it
is classed under the head of zoology and be
longs to the genus Jmmo.
It is thought by
some to be the connecting link between the lower
and higher series of educational development.
On the first day of its advent upon the col
lege grounds it begins to show signs of life. It moves ;
it thinks, but its thoughts are like the autumn breezes
—it cannot tell whence they come or whither they go.
It realizes, after matriculation, that it is a college
prep—a real jjrep. Then he refuses to be called an it.
He feels; he sw^ells up like a toad.
He stands on
Markley’s corner or at the post-office and endeavors to
expound to his fellow-preps the profound truths dis
covered in the lesson. He delights in “running up’^
the profs. He witnesses, for the first time, a game of
^
foot-ball. He spares no adjectives in emphasizing his
righteous indignation against the heathen game, and
proposes to have it abolished.
He shaves off his moustache. He goes snipe-hunting, and next day chides his comrades for not knowing
better how to find the game. He joins a company of older students in an effort to find ice cream, but is disap
pointed by finding a cold bath instead. He is summoned before the faculty, and discovers for the first time that
his bump of self-conceit is an abnormal growth. He has now completed the first stage of his development.
He next puts his head to soak in a solution of Latin and mathematics, until it resumes its natural size. To
develop his social functions, he attends a prep “push” and gets a “point.” He is seen frequently with a fair
4.5

r

damsel, loitering in the evening twilight beneath the leafy boughs of the maple. He has fallen in love ; he does
not know just what is the matter, but his appetite is failing; he cannot study, and his mind refuses to think of
anything but the moonlight and of love, the pleasant evenings and the girl he meets so often. His soul, like the
troubled sea, is stirred to its utmost. At this stage he conceives the idea of entering the field of literature, and
writes a poem:
He hastily drew from his quiver
An arrow—his keenest dart—
And, just as I spied a fair maiden,
He sank it deep into my heart.

Cupid, one day, saw me walking
Beneath the low shady hough
Of a maple, along the green campus.
Said he, There’s a mark for me now.''

Yes, 'tis a p)^culiar sensation,
I know not Just why, hut I've found
That neither night nor day can I
Study for nursing my ivound.

After his spring term delinquent lessons are made up, he is admitted to the Freshman class.

r
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
J
-I
HE department of music is one of the most prosperous departments of the Uni
versity. It is quite interesting to trace its history from the beginning, in 1853,
when instrumental music was first taught.
Almost fourteen years ago the building which is now used as the conserva
tory, situated on the northeast corner of College Avenue and Grove Street, was presented to the college by ExPresident L. Davis, who had formerly had his home there. For this reason it is called the “Davis Conserva
tory.” Since 1894 this department has been under the control of a committee composed of three alumni, who are
appointed by the college trustees. All the work of the department in the year 1893-94 was under the control of
one instructor. The enrollment at that time was only thirty. In 1895 Professor Meyer took charge of the work,
and since that time it has grown to be one of the most prosperous departments of the school. During this last
year the enrollment has been so large that it has been necessary to increase the number of pianos for practice use.
Two of these were placed in the tower rooms of the Association building and two in a private dwelling situated
near the Davis Conservatory. It was also necessary to procure another instructor on the piano.
The instructors in this department are Professor Meyer, director; Professor Newman, instructor in voice;
Miss Daisy Watkins, assistant instructor on the piano; and Miss Ludema A. VanAnda, on the mandolin and guitar.
The constant increase of students speaks well for the excellent work done by these instructors. There are now
enrolled about one hundred and twenty-five students. This spring there will be six graduates from this department.
An additional feature this year, and one that promises to be a
great benefit to all music students, is the formation of the “Otterbein
Musical Association.” A constitution has been drawn up and the orlU ganization is complete with Miss Harriet Cormany as president. Miss
H Lora Bennert, secretary, and Miss Daisy Watkins, critic. The meetg ings are held twice a month and the programs, made out by a standing
^ committee, consist of musical productions and also literary work along
P musical lines. As all Conservatory students are members of the asso
ciation, it will do much to promote musical interests in Otterbein.
4
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SKETCH OF ART DEPARTMENT
HE Art Department has grown so large that a teacher has been secured for the the class in china, thus
giving Mrs. Scott more time for the other classes. All branches of art are taught, and much fine work
has been done. Wood Carving and Pyrography seem to have the preference this year, and several large,
handsome pieces will be ready for the commencement exhibit.
ART DEPARTMENT JOKES

Besse (quizzing Senior)—“Why is a Latin
verb of the third conjugation, future tense,
first person, singular number, like a college
girl?”
“Because she’s without a-l)o” contempt
uously answers Iva.

Elsie—“I like Frenchmen.”
Mrs. A.—“ Why ?”
Elsie—“Oh, because,—they are so Jickle
and nice.”
When Ola comes into the studio she alw^ays draws a man.
Elsie is studying to be a Weaver.

Besse is planning her house according to
“Tammany ” Hall.

When Mabel is working in the studio,
and “Ikey” passes with a girl, she is sure
to sing, “There are tears in my eyes, but
the world calls it dew.”

The only Bright boy in college is in the
studio.
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BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Class of igoi-igo2
Class Colors : Blue and White

Motto: Labor omnia vincit

Class Yell

Boomer-ang! boomer-ang! ha! ha! ha!
0. U. Business! Business! rah! rah! rah!

CIa03 jSDttiargf
L. A. Hoberdiek

Edith G. Maurer

President

Secretary

J. A. Deihl

Vice-President

a.

:25a0Ket=15aII ®eam

E. Sebert

O. C. Miller

G. L. Martin

R. R. Williamson

J. L. Sonner

J. E. Krapp, Captain

Treasurer
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CLASS HISTORY
class of 1901-1902 will be known as one of the most prosperous in the history of Otterbein. Under
the able management of the present principal, the attendance this year far exceeds that of any pre—vious year. Up-to-date methods and a constant demand from the business world for qualified students
are ever present stimuli for the commercial pupil.
In regard to sex, the ‘‘male persuasion” rather have the
best of it,— there being thirty-one boys and twenty-one girls, making a total of fifty-two.
In athletics theclass possessed the best of material; but, owing to various reasons, our basket-ball team
failed to practice as often as it should have done.
Nevertheless, in several contests our boys demonstrated
their superiority, although it must be admitted that the score in one or two instances was not in their favor.
The commercial class had a number of “pushes” during the year, which were largely attended and greatly
enjoyed.
One, in which the members w^ere conveyed to a rural home in a horseless carriage, is especially
wwthy of mention.
In the several “fiag rushes” the future business men were generally conspicuous, and
a large part of the captured ensign was converted intosouvenirs to be entwined in the button-holes of our
classmen.
All-in-all the class of ’01-02 of the O. U. D. of B. is an honor to the institution, and one to which the
various departments can point with just pride.
Class Historian.
TWO

OFF

FOR GASH.

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING
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THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS
?7^r

the influences which aid in the development of the college student, the influence of the Christian Associations may be counted first. To-day, the world recognizes Association men and women as
the finest products of education. As such, they represent not distorted mental or physical develop
ment, but the all-round culture of mind, body, and soul. Hence it is important that due attention

' should be paid to its work.
,
a
Otterbein may justly be proud of the achievements of its Young Men’s and Young Women s Christian Associations. The founding of our college was the result of Christian thought, and the spirit of Christian work was
implanted at its beginning. This spirit manifested itself by the holding of weekly prayer-meetings.
On June 6, 1877, a Y. M. C. A. Convention was held at Louisville, Kentucky, and Mr. E. A. Starkey, /H, as
a representati\m of our college, attended that convention. Shortly after his return, there was organized our Y.
M. C. A., the first college association in the State. The first organization enrolled twenty-five members and the
association has so prospered, that, to-day, the membership reaches almost one hundred and twenty.
In 1882, the Y. W. C. A. was organized, the first in Ohio and the third in the United States. In 1884, in Dayton, the State Association was formed, Wooster and Otterbein being the only colleges represented. In I883, its
first meeting was held at Otterbein. The first association numbered about tw’enty members, and from that it has
increased to almost ninety. The work of the two associations is very similar, and the spirit of enthusiasm, which
characterized them at their beginning, has increased with each year.
In the last few years, many advance steps have been taken, of which the most important was the erection of
the combined association building and gymnasium. Since the construction of that building, furnishings for the
building and equipments for the gymnasium have been added. Every year a certain sum of money is set aside by
each association for the purpose of further beautifying the building. In the near future, a room for games and
study is to be fitted up. Our associations are represented every summer at the Lake Geneva Bible Conference by
a large number of delegates. A Lake Geneva Fund has been established by the Y. W. C. A., by means of which the
number of delegates will be greatly increased. The missionary work has not been neglected, for, together with the
church, the associations will place a missionary in the foreign field. Another hopeful phase of the work is the
large number of organized Bible classes and their increased attendance. From January 17 to 19, a Bible Study
Institute was held, Otterbein being one of three Ohio colleges to take this advanced step. Another fact to be
noted is that Otterbein was represented at the Toronto Convention by nine delegates. The aim of the work has
been not only to maintain the standard of former years, but also to surpass it in excellence.
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AUDITORIUM IN CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING

In ilEemortam
[ATURDAY, March the fifteenth, nineteen hundred and two, the students of Otterbein, and all those closely connected
with the college, had cause for heartfelt sorrow, when it was learned that our faithful janitor, X.
/WSC/Hblllcn,
was dead. During the eleven days that he was ill, many anxious students had inquired about his condition, and
many a glowing testimony was given to the obliging disposition of our friend. All agreed that he seemed really pleased
when he could help us by opening a chapel door or a recitation-room, when we wished to look for some forgotten book
or wrap. When he spoke, his tone was kindness itself. He was delighted when he could give any helpful information.
Even when busiest at his regular work, his cheerful countenance showed that he considered it not a duty, but a privilige to
go with students and their friends over the three floors of the college building, unlocking doors, making what explanations
he thought needful, and courteously answering all questions. He did this because he loved the college, because he was
proud of it.
The campus was his particular delight. He watched over it and cared for it as if it were a part of himself. He not
only seemed to know personally every tree about the college, but he could also tell where those had stood that had been
cut down since he had had charge of the grounds, and he liked to tell just what view had been improved by their removal.
It was a real pleasure to hear him talk enthusiastically of what had been done to make the grounds beautiful, and to listen
to his plans for their future improvement.
“Mack” was always hurrying over the campus, smoothing down the rough places, mowing the always closely-clipped
grass, or perhaps raking up the great windrows of leaves.
As a man, he was modest and unassuming. It did not fall to his lot to do the things which bring renown ; his work
was to do the little things. This was his mission, and he enobled it by doing it with his whole heart. A man is seldom found
who is so constantly faithful, who so seldom forgets, whose work is so conscientiously done, who is so appreciative of help,
who is so obliging. He was a man who was respected by all; and in the death of Mr. McMillen we feel a personal loss.
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CLYDE WILLIAM ANDRUS

In i^emoriam
DEEP GLOOM was cast over every one in the college when it was learned that Clyde Andrus was seriously ill.
Many and sincere were the hopes expressed for his recovery, and the anxious faces of his friends showed the high
esteem in which he was held, and the sympathy felt for his family. It did not seem possible that he could be taken
from US; but the solicitous love of parents, the anxious hopes of friends, the skill of physicians, and his own brave deter
mination were conquered by the angel of death, and his young life went out at a time when prospects are brightest and
seem most sure.

MUIiam fln&rus,
son of Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Andrus, was born in Westerville, Ohio, June 18, 1882,
and died in Columbus, April 16, 1902,
at the age of 19 years, 9 months, and 28 days.
At the age of fourteen he entered the Westerville High School, where he studied one year, and then commenced a course
of study in the academic department of Otterbein University, intending to pursue it until graduation. But at the end of
one year his health failed him, and he was unable to go on with study. The next three years he spent in clerical work in
Columbus. Last September he again entered the university to continue his course, and specialize in branches preparatory
to pursuing a course in engineering after graduating here.
About two weeks before his death he sustained an accidental injury while exercising on the base-ball field, which
seriously affected his spine. Not wishing to cause anxiety to his parents, he sought to conceal his hurt and made light of it;
but it became rapidly worse and began to affect his brain. He was soon prostrated, and after some days of acute suffer
ing, and upon consultation of the best medical talent, it was decided the only hope of recovery lay in a surgical operation.
He was taken to the Protestant Hospital of Columbus, where he underwent two severe surgical operations. These gave
him only temporary relief; his trouble returned and nothing more could he done.
In no other place is character recognized at its true value so much as in student life. It is here that true worth places
an individual above or below the average man. Our friend was respected for his natural endowments, he was loved for
his sterling character. He showed by his industry, devotion, and fidelity that he had a high conception of the possibilities
of life, and that it was his earnest desire to make the most of them. We deeply mourn the loss of one whom all had
learned to love and honor, yet we must bow our heads in humble submission and be consoled by the memory of the ex
ample of his life, so nobly shown to us.

Farewell to the Seniors
W

Farewell, fareioell, the class of naughty-two;
We trcmhle at your presence, august, grand;
We marvel at your learning; yet we feel
Your loss is not heyond repair; your place
Will soon he filed hy others just as noble.
But in a saddrr vein we hid farewell.
For serious thoughts must come; the sober world,
The strenuous life approaches; you must face
The 2)rohlems of the larger, broader school.
For life is but a school with hssons hard
And tashs uncomjyromising. 3Iind and heart and hand
Must strive together to achieve success.
And, if they do, success is sure to come;
For harmony of these can never fail.
We close as we began, may true success
Of body, mind, and sp)irit come to you;
Farewell, the class of naughty-two, farewell.
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OTTERBEIN FOOT-BAEL TEAM OF 1901

FOOT-BALL
> E wish to preface the review proper of last season’s work with a little exhortation to the faithful. In
the ten years of our organized athletics, Otterbein’s sons have indeed raised the cardinal and tan to
an enviable position in intercollegiate records. But this is not sufftcient. With enthusiastic under
graduate support, a sympathetic faculty, and an athletic association on a good financial footing,
there is no reason why we should be contented with anything less than first place among Ohio col
leges. But to do this we must have the undivided support of students, alumni, and friends, with their money and
with their influence.
Wherever you know a man who has shown up well on his high-school or academy team, talk Otterbein to him;
see that he receives a catalogue; send his name to foot-ball or base-ball manager, and give them a chance to get in
touch with him, to let him know what we have and what we are going to have. Do this, and Otterbein athletics
will take on new life; fail to do so, and nothing more can be expected. Why compel our coaches year after year
to waste their time in trying to teach absolutely hopeless material the rudiments, when, by a little effort all along
the line, we could give them something to work on, from which there would be hope of seeing some results ? Begin
work at once, and next year will eclipse all preceding ones; neglect it, and things will run in the same old rut,
with average teams which will win some games and lose some, but not win all—and to win all, we are striving.
The fall of 1901 found Otterbein in a hopeful condition, with a first-class coach, a good proportion of the pre
vious season’s men, and a number of promising candidates. The first two weeks were, as usual, taken up with
practicing hard, straight foot-ball, preparing for the opening game with O. S. U. at Columbus, Saturday, Septem
ber 28. The result, 0-0, on a wet field, against a heavier team and with several green men who
had never before seen a match game, certainly augured well for future possibilities.
The following Saturday the lads from Antioch were scheduled. They were an unknown
quantity, but reputed strong. The final score, 45-0 for Otterbein, showed all
fear was vain. (And in connection with the Antioch game, we wish “Whiskers”
could know how a patch from his old brown felt hat is cherished as a sacred
memento by many a little Otterbein girl. We think it would be a balm to soothe
the sorrow of defeat).
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One week later, on October 12, we bearded our old-time friend, the O. M. U. tiger, in his lair at Neil Park,
Columbus. The game, as the one with O. S. U. two weeks previous, was played in a pouring rain and on a heavy
field. The result, 17-0, with the tiger on the 17, must not be taken as a criterion of the respective work of the two
teams, as it is in a large measure attributable to Captain Lloyd’s nervy but ill-advised persistence in staying in
the game after being disabled.
-nr
*
Ohio Wesleyan, who was scheduled for the 19th, postponed, and, to continue the run of ill-luck, Wooster can
celed their game on the 26th. On November 2, we played our Lutheran brethren from Wittenberg on the home
grounds, winning from them in a very pretty game to the tune of 12-2.
A Cancelino- mania seemed to have seized all the teams with whom the manager had arranged games, and
Buchtel was the next to be affected with it. This was one more week without a game, a succession of disappoint
ments which showed in careless and dead practice, and which, in conjunction with a case of general “swell head >
the whole way around, accounts for the very irregular work for the remainder of the season.
November 12, the postponed game with O. W. U. was played off at Delaware. Now the careless practice of the
several weeks preceding made itself felt in weak, lifeless playing in a dead game which Otterbein never had within
hailing distance at any stage. Thirty-five to nothing for Delaware tells its own story. Our Methodist friends
rejoiced mightily over this revenge for their defeat of the season before, but we yet beg leave to remind them
that out of the six times that our foot-ball teams have met, four times the tan and cardinal has flown triump ant.
Four days later we were treated to a visitation from the pugilistic pig-skin chasers of Athens. The occasion
will long be remembered as being graced by some of the prettiest prize-ring work with which the Otterbein oval has
ever been favored, the players of both teams embracing it as a longed for opportunity to pay off the accumulated
grudo-es of years. The score, 0-0, after two thirty-minute halves, drawn out to three hours and a half by scrapping^and taking out time for the injured, is in itself sufficient commentary on the spirit in which every inch o
ground was fought,
November 23, Manager Hall chaperoned a picnic party to Kenyon. The members of the party reported a
pleasant time, one of the most interesting features of the day’s pleasures being the courteous and quite-at-yourdisposal manner in which Kenyon scored touchdowns for the edification of the excursionists. After dhis experi
ence, the players began to get alarmed about the outcome of the Thanksgiving game at Dayton with the D. A. O.,
and practiced hard, day and night, endeavoring to get in shape. The result of this practice was seen in Dayton s
defeat at Fairview Park by a score of 12-8.
.
n
Considered as a whole, the season cannot be termed a brilliant or unqualified success. Occasionally there were
fine games, and then a heavy slump. Uncertainty was the one strongly marked feature. With the exception of
his injuries, which incapacitated him for playing in several games, Otterbein was fortunate in her captain, and
has had no better for several years.
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Manager Hall also did good work; the only adverse criticism 'we have to offer is in his leaving the team three
successive weeks without a game. This is, however, largely excusable.
It is impossible to close a review of the foot-ball season without paying a tribute to our coach, Ned Wainwright, Dartmouth, '01. A hard, conscientious worker, perfectly impartial on the field in his treatment of the men,
and a general favorite with players and students alike, whatever weakness or failure attended the season is in no
wise attributable to him, and we hail with joy the news that he returns to us next year.

UNE-UP.
Name.

Position.

A r/IMAN............ .................. R. E.
Bates.............. ..................L. H.
Benner............
Charles.......... .................... Half
CewAN............. ..................L. E.
Dellar. ...... ............ Tackle
Hughes............ .................. Q. B.
Linhart.......... ..................L. T.
Lloyd (c).......... ............ . .. F. B.
Mif.ler...........
Shively.......... .................... Half
Stauffer........ ..................R. G.
Vansickle. . .. ............ ..R. T.
WoRSTELL....... ..................L. G.
Yost..................
Nobi.e..............

Age.

Weight

Height.

Halves
Played.

Years’
Experi
ence.

22
25
18
23
18
2(1
22
21
23
21
21
17
21
24
22
25

160
164
205
1(14
165
180
152
168
160
155
167
200
175
185
150
176

5-08
5-10
5-1 M
6-00
5-101
5-11
5-06.1
6-00
5-11
5-09
5-08
6-01
6-01

15
6
15
7
16
4
16
11
7
11
2
16
16
11
1
2

3
5
1
3
5
5
3
2
4
4
2
1
3
2
3
1

o-ou
5-09
6-01

Kick Off

Pushing It Ovkr

AST spring's base-ball
team was not all it f
might have been,
or even what our fancy
had dared picture it, win
ning only as it did from
the despised Athenians
and loosing every other
game. This was due
largely to lack of good
material, and also, to some
extent, to friction between the captain and several of the players.
There were only a few men on the team who seemed to have any ink
ling as to what base-ball actually was. Pershing at first, Lloyd at
second, Keller at short, and the battery, Sanders and McBride, put up
the best game. Manager Yothers took care of the business end of
atfairs in a most satisfactory manner. The prospects for a good team
this spring are excellent, and if we can keep enough men out to give
the first team good practice every afternoon, w^e shall have it. And
here is a good place to repeat the trite but always pertinent remark
that no man can expect to play ball on Saturday, and go fishing or
“ twosing” with his “lonesome” every other day in the week.
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Ihere has not been as much inter___ I est taken in basket-ball this
winter, as in former years, the
only two teams in school being the
Freshman-class team and the girls’
team.
The Freshmen have shown com
mendable. enthusiasm, playing four
games with strong out-of-town organ
izations—Kenyon College,
Kenyon
Military Academy, Columbus Y. M. C.
A., and O. S. U. Sophomores.
The girls, in addition to little games
among themselves, have played the
Columbus School for Girls. Concern
ing this game and its outcome, the
Athletic editor can give no informa
tion, since, being only a horrid man,
he was refused admission by the fond
mammas of the fair gladiators. Hence,
much to his regret, he is unable to
devote to the subject the space he
desired.

GST)
to the generosity of Mr. John Gerlaugh, we have a
well-equipped gymnasium, work in which is obligatory upon
academics, Freshmen, and Sophomores of both sexes, and is
open to all students of whatever classification who desire to take it.
The men’s classes are in charge of J. O. Ervin, and meet twice a week;
Miss Rickey has charge of the girls.
This branch of work, however, as well as all other lines of ath
letics, is seriously handicapped by a crying need, to which attention
was called last year, but which no effort seems to have been made to
supply. It is the installation of baths, worthy the name. It is impos
sible to heat up in the gym and then walk three or four blocks through
the cold to take a bath, without bad effects. If there be any one cause
more than another that is responsible for the numerous colds and cases
of grippe in the school during the past win
ter, this is it. Putting in baths would be
an immense improvement at a small ex
pense, not to exceed $500.00.
The Prudential Committee certainly can
not plead ignorance of the condition of
affairs, as the matter has been emphasized
sufficiently often during the past year.
If any one wishes to make himself solid
with the students of this school, here is a
golden opportunity.
hanks

T
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seems to be enjoying all
its old-time favor this spring,
and its devotees are constantly
in evidence, raising a racket some
where.
With two excellent, well-kept
courts always in use, a club with a
membership of forty, in a flourishing
condition, and weekly tournaments to
keep up the interest, everything points
to an unusually successful season for
the most pleasant and graceful of all
out-door sports.
Pay your dollar
initiation fee and join the club.
ennis

T

Charlks
Kky

Fkmx,

Frank

Captain

Bkxxkrt

GIRLS’ BASKET-BALL TEAM
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Lloyd

Tul'XAI.
Ukli.ar

Manager
Captain

Vaxsickle,
Hughes,

Leshkk

BOYS’ BASKET-BALL TEAM
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Jl.

(

Wise

^ilophrooegn

Founded March
CoEOK, Blue

12, 1858

Motto^ ^tXia uai ^povrjfua

SDfficets
Second Judge—G. S.
Third Judge—G. W.

President—W. E. Lloyd
Vice-President—J. B. Hughes
Critic—1. N. Bower
Pccording Secretary—E. A. Sanders'
Corresponding Secretary—B. F. Shively
Treasurer—B. F. Bean
Censor—C. W. Snyder
Assistant Censor G. W. Walters
Chaplain—R, M. Worstell
Chorister—G. W. Snyder
Pianist—E. L. Truxal
Librarian—A. L. Boring
Sergeant-at-Arms—E. J. Lesher
First Judge—F. A. Edwards

Yothers
Hendrickson

f W. E. Lloyd
C. O. Callender
Trustees <{ A. W. Whetstone
B. O. Barnes
Prof. W. J. Zuck
' E.

Presidents for the Year <j

A.

Sanders

A. W. Whetstone
J. O. Ervin
W. E. Lloyd
J. B. Hughes
H. E. Shirey
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PHILOPHRONEAN LITERARY SOCIETY

actttic ^cmftcrs
Altman,

C. O.

Edwards, F. A.
Ervin, J. O.

Boring, A. L.
Bright, O. J.
Brubaker, U. B.
Bushong. C. R.
Bean, B. T.
Bates, S.
Bower,
Callender, C. O.
Callender, R. A.
Cunningham, B.
Coons, W. K.

P.

Sanders, E. A.
Snyder, C. W.
Shirey, H. E.
Shively, B. P.
Truxal, E. L.

Flora, C. L.
Funk, J. W.
Funk, N. R.
Good,

W.
I. N.

C. M.

Harvey, P. A.
Hendrickson,
Hughes, J. B.
Hughes, T. E.
Hursh, E. M.
Kanaga,

Trimmer, W. H.

C. W.

Stouffer, K. j.
Whetstone,

P. H.

Wilson, D. R.

WORSTELL, H.

Kundert, S.
Lloyd, W.
Lesher,

E.
E. j.

Yothers, C.

30sociate ^embers
Milan, Ramon
Bright,

H. H.

Wineland, P. R.
McBride, Charles
Pfinney, H. G.
Williamson, Ray

Seidel,

E. B.

Miller,
Ayer,

Todd, G. H.

Lloyd, C. C.
McDonald,
Evans,

P. W.
C. P.

O. C.
J. W.

SONNERS, J. A.
Diehl, James
Bailey,

J. A.

02

H. S.
Edgerton, J. H.

Dunmire,

A. W.

Williams, H. M.
Walters, G. W.

S

Ditmer, M. a.

E. W.

McMullen,

^

,

- .

^\\m on, ^ilophrooes!
By A. T. Howard, ’94

Tliere 18 a r]aii]e ][ love,
is iiqiisic, soft ar|3. sweet,
^ r|aii]e, nxis-gottei, saored., |)-ave,
will oe n\y joy to l^ee-g.
’'"If’18 l^rjowT] ttirongr^ont tl^e lax|d,
Ijts i^a(iiax]Ge sl^iries afar.
Aead., lead iiqe or|, !^l]ilo-gl]ror|ea,
jjlioii art iiqy gmdir|g star.

.id scerjes, "brigl^t, gay, ax]d l]a;g;gy,
e ;gliiol^ed tlqe fairest flowers.
/Oir|-gar]ioi]sl:ii;ged v/itl] luxury
spgeiqfliaEEy, MmY

C^lioriis

'^f’l]e jDatli to sweet eor|ter|ti]qer|t,
][x|vitir|g, stood ajar,
.^rjd frorq its -portals, silvery, slieeij,
^t|Oi]e fortlq iiqy gnidirig star.

'^l]er| 8]:]ii]e oi], ^l|ilo;g]:]-ror|(lea.
My dear old l^T:|ilo;gl]ror]ea,
'Hjllis l]eart of ir|ir|e 8l|all tljee ex]8l]rix]e,
Ip'o otl:]er idol l^r|OW.

lorns.

T|l:',ex] loro tilers, he ye loyal,
(pur 8tax|dard, "bear it Ijigll;
"^iri o’er tl|e world by c-ultiired streiqgtli;
e’ll eoT]g_-aer by ar|d "by.
h tl|i8 onr idoled farjey
oiir Ijeart’s devotioi] give;
^o lox|g as 8nT|s sl|all 8l|ir|e or| s-arjs
^l|all !^l|ilo*gl|ror|ea live.
—(pljor-as.

.ow oft wl]er| sad arjd weary,
■^orlorx], dejeoted, tired,
^eir]eir]'brar|ees, treasured so dear,
!^y war|ir[g zeal irjS'pired.
'^I)0tig1:| oare l:|eld strorjg doir|ix|ior|
i|ix]d darl^i]e88 reigrjed afar,
ligllt ‘brol<^e o’er iDqy -gatliway drear,
was froii] Tr|y gnidirjg star.
—(pljorus.

Tune—“The Last Cigar.”

Key—A flat.
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(JiorI]ete9n [i^erar^^ociet^
Founded,
Colors,

Light Blue and Tan

1871

Motto,

Palma non sine labore''

f)fficcr0
President—Elsie Lambert
Vice-President—Mamie Ranck
Becording Secretary—Marguerite Lambert.
Chaplain—Maud Truxal
Censor—Edna Moore
Critic—Grace Lloyd
Corresponding Secretary—Lora Bennert
Treasurer—Bertha Charles
Chorister—Ella Barnes

Historian—Grace

Pianist—Olive Robertson

Presidents for
the Year

Lloyd

Otis Floor

Pnstees

Mabel Moore
Olive Robertson
Ada Frankham
Edna Moore

{

Arletta Hendrickson

Josephine Markley

Glee Club Leader—Laura Flickinger
Hostess—Eleanor Brockman

Olive Robertson
Elsie Lambert
Margi^erite Lambert
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CLEIORHETEAN LITERARY SOCIETY
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3ctitie a^embers
Ella Barnes
Gertrude Barnett
May Barnum
Flora Bennert
Lora Bennert
Eleanor Brockman
Bertha Charles
Mary Cook
Laura Flickinger
Eva Frank
Arletta Hendrickson

Carrie Hendrickson
Jessie Iles
Elsie Lambert
Marguerite Lambert
Grace Lloyd
Josephine Markley
Pearl Mahaffey
Louise McDowell
Bessie Monroe
Edna Moore
Mabel Moore

Minnie Lesher
Mamie Ranck
Olive Robertson
Coral Thompson
Maude Truxal
Edna Wells
Kate Hamilton
Minnie Henry
Florence Sheller
Mary Wilson
Grace Ressler

300ociat0 S0cmlJCt0
Bertha Alkire
Fanny Alexander
Daisy Clifton
Mary Davidson
Anna Eby
Edith Eby

Laura Felix
Maud Hanawalt
Marguerite Leichliter
Clara Lesher
Lizzie Mangas
Martha Muhlback

Mary Noble
ZoA Stouffer
Daisy Watkins
Dora Weaver
Edna Weaver

(]eiorf]ete9
•^r»5
Home of my heart 1 sing of thee—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
In thy dear hall 1 love to be—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!

From far off Maine’s tall whispering pines
To California’s farthest mines
Thine own illustrious glory shines—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!

And when that happy day shall come—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
That calls our loyal daughters home—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
What welcomes from their own proud hall,
What honors then before them fall.
What memoirs will they then recall—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!

A lasting friendship claims us now—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
And deathless laurel binds each brow—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
And history alone will tell
How we adore the college bell.
And that dear name we love so well—
Cleiorhetea, Cleiorhetea!
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liberar^^ocieti)
Founded March
Color,

White

Motto,

19, 1858

^^Quaerere nostrum studium esV'

©fficet^
President—F. H. Kilbourne
Vice-President—G. R. Taylor
Censor—L. Ulrich
Critic—H. E. Hall
Recording Secretary—E. P. Bohn
Corresponding Secretary—C. G. Wise
Treasurer—O. H. Charles
Chaplain—A. P. Rosselot
Chorister—W. A. Kline
Pianist—R. L. Hewitt
Librarian—A. E. Ulrey
Assistant Librarian—B. C. Bailey
Cataloguer—W. A. Kline
Assistant Cataloguer—C. Judy
Agent Library Endowment Fund—E. L.

f L. H. McFadden

Library

1 W. A.

CcMncil

1

Trustees

. ^

Presidents for
the Year

Weinland
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Kline

G. Judy
[ C. G. Wise
W. E. Riebel, President
C. F. Helmstetter, Clerk
D. F. Adams
j W. A. Kline
I P. H. Kilbourne
W. N. Deller
H. E. Hall
E. F. Bohn
P. H. Kilbourne

PHILOMATHEAN LITERARY SOCIETY

actiiac ^cml)et0
Adams, D. P.
Ash, W. K.
Bailey, B. C.
Banks, W. E.
Bard, W. F.
Baum, C. E.
Beeson, E. G.

Springer, D. S.

Hall, H. E.

Hamilton, G. C.
Helmstetter, C. F.
Hewitt, R. L.
Judy, C.

Bookman, C. M.
Burdge, L. R.
Charles, O. H.
Chriswell, W. C.
Davis, T.
Deller, W. N.

Tryon, S.
Ulrey, a. E.
Ulrich, L.

Kilbourne, P. H.

Vansickle, P. O.

Kline, W. A.

Ward, W. E.
Warson, L. W.

Landis, A. E.

Bohn, E. F.

Taylor, G. R.

Lawrence, E. A.
Morain, J. L.
Noble, G. C.
Rosselot, a. P.

Weinland, L. a.
Weitkamp, a. H.
Wise, C. G.
Yost, C. E.
Parker, B. E.

Riebel, W. E.
SlIELLER, A. G.

as0ociatc ^embers
Ulrich, C.

Grabil, R. B.

Andrus, C.
Benner, W. N.
Brown, A. H.
Chambers, W. H.
Cowan, C. E.
Demuth, W. C.

Huddleston, E. J.

Wade, V. D.
Wade, O.

Krapp, E.
Linhart, j. B.
Sebert, a. E.
Martin, P. A.

Dodge, H. E.
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Weaver, W. O.
Whistler, A. R.
Celler, W. F.

Philomathea, Philomathea,
We sound thy hearty praises;
Here’s a health to thee, here’s wealth to thee,
Each voice thy glory raises.
To ev’ry heart thou art most dear,
In our affections hast no peer;
Philomathea, Philomathea,
We sound thy hearty praises.
Philomathea, Philomathea,
We still behold thy beauty;
With faces bright we greet thy sight.
In ev’ry joy and duty.
And many a heart with rapture thrills.
Whene’er thy court with mu^c fills;
Philomathea, Philomathea,
We still behold thy beauty.

Philomathea, Philomathea,
What mem’ries ’round thee cluster,
As faces dear, from far and near,
Gaze on thy golden luster.
Thou dost remember all who came,
Tho’ some be gone, art yet the same ;
Philomathea, Philomathea,
What mem’ries ’round thee cluster.
Philomathea, Philomathea,
Once more we join in singing.
With song so free, in merry glee,
We hear the welkin ringing.
To all thy sons—each one our friend —
A brother’s greeting we extend;
Philomathea, Philomathea,
Once more we join in singing.

•A'S

^ilale%9n [tkrar^^ociet^
Founded, 1852
Colors, White and Old Rose

Motto, “ Veritas Nostrum Clipeum^'

aDffi«t0
Librarian—Besse Aston

Pres^(^e7^^—Besse Detwiler

Vice-President—Mabel Scott
Recording Secretary—Nola Knox
Chaplain—Grace Harlacher
Censor—IVA Jean Riebel
Critic—Norah Shauck
Corresponding Secretary—Elizabeth Sherrick
Treasurer—Georgia Scott
Chorister—Mkwi. McCormick

Mabel McCormick

Hostesses

Meta McFadden
Besse Detwiler
Norah Shauck

Timstees

Mabel Scott

Judicial
Committee
Presidents for
the Year

P/a7?/sf—Shirley Seabrook

Glee Club Leader—Grace Miller
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IVA Riebel
Myrtle Scott
Jessie May
Nola Knox
Norah Shauck
Besse Detwiler

PHILALETHEAN LITERARY SOCIETY
91

actitie S@em6ers
Mabel Scott

Alice Keister

Besse Aston
Mary Baker
Lottie Bard
Nellie Boring
Myrna Brinker
Harriet Cormany
Mary Courtright
Ida Grander
Besse Detwiler
Mamie Geeding
Lucy Grantham
Grace Harlacher

Georgia Scott

Nola Knox
Lillian Langworthy
Jessie May
Mabel McCormick

ZoRA Michael

Myrtle Scott
Lillian Scott
Norah Shauck
Mary Shauck
Shirley Seabrook

Grace Miller
Jessie Mumma

ZoA Munger
Meta McFadden

Elizabeth Sherrick
Elsie Smith
Amy Ward

Georgia Park

Mary Weinland

IvA Riebel

Mayme Yost

Mary Hewitt

a00ociate ^eml)er0

Frances Dosser
Alice Teagarden
Marie Corl
Maud Schwab
Minnie Fix
Myrtle Pope
Gertrude Vansickle
Ora Bale

Juliet Hyskell
Una Marshall
Virginia Marshall
Maud Hanawalt
Lota Harbach
Alice Zuck
Edith Maure
Stella Deller
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Sulie Miller
Hattie Adams
Edith Dean
Glenn Crouse
Bertha Bossard
Flora McKee
Susan Hunt
Leo Davis

By

Mrs. L. K. AIii.lkk

Phila-le-the-a 1 Phila-le-the-a!
How precious is thy name to me I
I ’ll bear thee love, where’er 1 rove.
O’er mountains hoar, o’er raging sea.

Phila-le-the-a! Phila-le-the-a!
Thou daughter of our Otterbein!
While years remain—come loss, come gain—
No star like thine shall ever shine.
CHORUS

Phila-le-the-a! Phila-le-the-a!
Our God we pray to guard thee well;
To him we bow in worship now,
His praise to sing, his love to tell.

O Otterbein, no name like thine!
O Otterbein, no name like thine!
Firm stand we here to guard, to guard thy fame.
Firm stand we here to guard, to guard thy fame.
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Scene

Fi.okodoua Double Sextet
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“Exulokehs”

4(
4^
4(

iviiinistre:!-©

4t

MARCH 25. 1902

4(
4(
4^

4^
4^
4^
4^
4^
4t>

4^
4^
4^
4^
4i
4^
4^
4(>
4^
4^
4^
4^
4^

4(f

40

40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
4(
40

PROGRAM

“THE. EXPLORE.RS”
Gf)e Cast

Broadway’s Promenade,
“Pullman Porters’ Ball,’’ “What’s All This Noise About?’’
“Cupid Might Have Been a Little Coon,’’ “MaBlushin’ Rose,’’ “ShirtAVaist Band,’’
“Ma Drowsy Babe,’’
W. E. Ward
“Down by the Riverside,’’ “My Queen, !My Katharine,’’
Instrumental Duet-!
t Guitar,

The Otterbein Athletic Association presents Mr. W. EARL COONS in that side
splitting Musical Comedy, “The Explorers,’’ assisted by

Minstrel Chorus
E. F. Bohn
H. E. Shirey
•
W. K. Coons
Jack Kilbourne
0. H. (.’harles
( Quartet Chorus )
F. 0. Vansickle
J. H. Edgerton
G. C. Noble
- Okey Weaver

X. Max Nix, the German Explorer who has found
the N’orth Pole,
J. B. Linhart
Annanias F. Dubb ( Reporter for “Morning Glory’’
of Paris), ----- Jack Kilbourne
Captain Alonteurel, captain of the French Marines, J. B. Hughes
Handem Afu (Scourge of the Hills and King of
the Cannioals),
J. H. Edgerton
H. 0. (the executioner who has chopped off many
a head),
Clyde C. Cowan
^ladagascar Maid ( Goddess of the Island and
cause of all the trouble), Miss Mary Hewitt
Peroxide Coons and Funny-Boned Marines,—
iMisses Mci’ormick, Ijangworthy, Munger, Aston, Brinker,
Detwiler, Miller, Shauck.
French Marines and Savages,—
Messrs. Shirey, Bohn, Yothers, Walters, Yost, Lloyd, Vansickle, and Charles.

Florodora Double Sextette

Misses Newcomb, Weinland, Pinney, Hewitt, Markley, and
McCormick.
Messrs. Hewitt, Linhart, Yothers, Helmstetter, Bohn, Kilbourne.

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40
40
4040
40
40
40
40
40
40

SYNOPSIS.— The plot takes place on Madagascar Island, at 'ruckahu, a P’ronch portion of the island. The good ship Mnynnnhp is stationed
outside the harhor and the marines delight in coming ashore and playing pranks. Bonaparte Hunter, a bone-digger, who has discovered the
funny-bone of a mastodon, lands on Madagascar Island. M’ith his funny-bone he produces a laugh wherever he goes, and has things coming his
way. Kverything goes lovely until he falls in love with the goddess of the island, and then trouble begins. To help complications, the (ierinan
explorer, X. ^lax Nix, who is looking for his sweetheart, Maizy, steals a picture of the goddess from the idol. At this stage the savages discover
that the picture is gone and create a terrible uproar. Things begin to look pretty blue for the paleontologist, when the funny-boned marines
come to the rescue and all ends happily.

Business Manager....................................... W. K. Coons
Stage Manager...............................................E. B. Seidel
Music all especially arranged.

I

|

Stage Electrician......................................... C. C. Cowan
Stage Carpenter.............................................. E. F. Bohn

Words and Lyrics by W. K. Coons.

Music by R. L. Hewitt.
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Advertising Agent....................................C. S. Yothers
Mistress of Costumes....................Miss Grace Miller

ORCHESTRA—Messrs. Hewitt, Helmstetter, Springer, Dubois, Boyer, Good
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THE 1902 SIBYL TWO-STER

Concluded.

Motto:

Rape an nihil acquires
CHARACTERS
r l.ULU Niswonger
Conversation <1 Bertha Niswonger
alists
L Florence Sheller

“P«”—I. N. Bowek
Alice Teagarhen
H77tie—Leona Davis
Ch(tpl(tin—C. \V. Snyder
'■^Biliy," the hell-rinyer—VA kl \Vi ne-

('onsiiniers

I.AND
Cook— y 1 RS. Y A T ES
“ TiiK

A. M. A THEY
B. F. Bean
H. R. Bcshong
Laura Felix
A. Ti. Boring
Minnie Henry
Ethel Yates

Hash ”

TABLE

M E,N U

"Breakfast from 6:30 on.
First Coujw-Cakes, Syrup (tarda), Butter (herculea).
Second
Eggs (one fried on one side, the other on the
other).
Third ('oam'—Malta Vita.

EATIQUETTE

This consuming company is divided into two distinct
classes—those who grab and those who get nothing. Of
the latter class, usually, is the one who says grace.
Fortunately, the chaplain does not call on the same one
every time.
Uhe Drama
7'7ereace~“Pass the iiotatoes, i)lease.”
7h7/.a-“ Don’t take ’em all, I want some.”
Critic—Ruy, please remove your elbows from tiie table.’’
Laaru-”Hominy, please.”
“Not very many.”
( Billy rings bell for third course.)
Bower (exhausting the milk supply)—“The milk-man must
have watered his stock.”
Minnie—Whore’s the butter? ”
Borinc/—^'’ Gone to Grec'ce.”
“ Miss Sheller and Miss Niswonger will please re
frain from so much talking.”
Snyder (addressing Mr. Bean who is {u-eparing a mixture of
mush, milk, onions, and potatoes)—*• What do you in
tend to call that when you get through? ”
Bean—^' I intend to call it Bean.”
T'.’HaV—“Oh, dear, my lips are all chapped ! ”
May—'-*^ Can’t you keep the chaps away ? ”
( Ma looks cross and the curtain falls.)

Luncheon, 12:00 M.
First Hoarse—Soup (translueiduni).
Second ("ourse—Bone less llaui.
'Third Coiirse-rrunes.

Dinner, 5:00 o’cloeX,
First Hoarse—t'hateaul)riand au roinines de Terre.
Second Hoarse-lteview { hash ).
Third Hoarse—Vitalized Air.
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V/arson (kib
OUR OFFICERS

Dola Van Coover Wade,
Estella Eeiza Ankeny,
Clayton Ezekiel Judy,
LeRoy Matthias Burdge,
Mary Jemima Courtright,
Christopher Columbus Ulrich,
Susan Elizabeth Hunt,
Benjamin Franklin Bailey,
Dora Katharine Wills,
Elizabeth Priscilla Rosselot,
Edith Gertrude Maurer,
Waldo Solomon Shear,

Chief Meigistrate
First Vice-Chief
Critic
Steward
Steward's Advisor
Pianist
Chorister
Orator
Correspondent
Second Vice-Chief
Historian
- End Man

OUR SPECIAL DAYS

Monday—Hamburger Day
Tuesday—Navy-Bean Day

Wednesday—Pot-Pie Day
Thursday—Pork-Steak Day
Sunday—Clean-Napkin and Chicken Day

Friday—Lima-Bean Day
Saturday—Boil Day

prgnk (^b
HREE times a day, in response to the melodious voice of Papa or Mamma Prank, sixteen merry students
gathered with “Tammany Hall” around a table which was well-stocked with good things to eat, provided by the numerous foraging expeditions of the “Bald-Headed Dutchman,” Doc. Kline. The repast
was usually interrupted by some elucidation of history or mathematics by a verdant Freshman or pompous Sopho
more, or an exposition on theistic belief by one of the wise-looking Seniors.
Occasionally we had a change of program, when some of the “ society ” people who had been “ down towm ”
to see the “ show” or out to a social gathering of some kind, tried to tell us all about it.
Semi-occasionally, you
could hear Miss Watkins ask some one to “please pass the potatoes,” or Professor Newman say, “How stunning
that was ! ” and then “ Nibs ” Bohn would put in with, “ Aw, now% Prof.”
Another change of ])rogram occurred when Miss Germany had to quit making “goo-goo” eyes at the steward
after his wife joined the club. Miss Wells would get through with her meals all right if she did not laugh
so much.
When it was known that Miss Sheller would be in the club in the spring term, Mr. Ulrich, was so afraid that
he would not get to sit next to her that he had her place reserved two weeks ahead.
When anything was said about base-ball, Miss Truxall blushed and asked to be excused.
Miss Brockman
sometimes was late to her meals because Rev. (?) Cunningham’s lecture on theology was too long.
Miss Granthum and Miss Hyskell never caused a commotion by any vociferous colloquial cogitations.
Finally, my brethren, last and “least,” Miss lies was sweetly heard to murmur, “Now, Nibs, don’t!”

"Jhon)pson (job
T

IS with no little pride that we submit the annual report of the Thompson Club to the editor of the Sibyi..
Never has the club been in better condition than at present.
Not that her past history has been in
glorious, but that this year transcends all others. The moral condition is excellent.
Grace is very
often asked three times a day. Exceptions to this rule do occur. When “Pat” and “Mack” happen to be the
grace is asked twice, each one prayfirst and only persons at the table,
largely to their difference of opining independently.
This is due
home rule. Often, to add to the
ion on questions of theology and
casion,
patriotic songs are passionsublimity and sacredness of the ocvariations are regularly inserted,
ately rendered. All accidentals and
sic. He has been instructor for
“Ben” has charge of all vocal muance of this position for the next ten.
over two years, and has the assurrelation to the instrumental music,
Mr. “Lampers” stands in the same

condition of the club, we may proudAnd now, as to the financial
eery bills of the entire year will be
ly assert that over half of the grolast
year of nearly twenty per cent,
totally wiped out; an increase over
to say that these will be indefinitely
As to the meat bills, we are obliged
inclined
toward vegetarianism, both
deferred, but as the club is radically
will be exceedingly small.
in theory and practice, these bills
The club is remarkably progressive. The most rapid methods of transportation are used. All things are
caught on the wing. Mr. “Lampers’s” head is completely covered with phrenological protuberances, caused by
carelessly misdirecting things. Knives and forks are used alternately and continually. All formalities and con
ventionalities have been abandontid. “ Please,” and “ Thanks,” expressions used at other clubs, have long been
relegated to the past. Etiquette is never observed. Robert’s Rules of Order has been introduced in its stead.
Should a visitor surprisingly drop in, all regular members are expected to quickly fill up their own plates first, in
order that afterwards they may have abundant time to graciously wait upon their dear, honored guest.
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The greatest event of the year occurred on the even
ing of December 20, when Mr. Ervin, who looks with con
tempt upon all iron-clad rules, moved to do away with the
constitution. The motion was unanimously carried. The
lights were blown out. The room became dark as night.
Immediately distrust arose among the members, for several
had money (borrowed) in their pockets. Trimmer, on arising
from his chair, accidentally came in contact with Ditmer’s
arm. The latter thinking that an attempt was being made to
divest him of his pocket contents resented the suspicious
BEFORE
shove with a deadly blow. The scramble spread like a con
tagion. In less than five seconds the whole club was fiercely
engaged in a struggle unparalleled in cruelty and severity. Blows that seemingly carried instant death with them
were reciprocally dealt upon each other. The most pitiful groans and shrieks filled the room. Over table and
chairs, in mid air and on the bloody floor the battle was vehemently waged. Death ! Murder ! Help I Halle
lujah ! were yelled in frightful tones. Ervin, in a mad frenzy, leaped into the air, turned three somersaults and
in deafening tones ejaculated, “We’re the jolly foot-ball boys!’"
But at last, through some unknown agency, the battle ended.
It is needless to say that there was not a single man who could
be identified. Edwards was not found until late the next day.
The soup-bowl having been thrown from the table, he took ref
uge under it, and, being greatly fatigued, he was soon sound
asleep. Rev. Brubaker, who was visiting the club at the
time, had his entire forelock hopelessly removed.
We might continue our report almost indefinitely, but
it suffices to say that the Thompson Club is the best club in
town. In moral tenor and financial integrity, in progress
AFTER.
and modern regulations, she transcends all.
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^cf)enck

d^b.

AKE dinner at the Schenck Club ? Yes, most gladly, It has been some time since I have had the pleasure of eating one of those delicious meals prepared by Mrs. Schenck.
What typical representatives of Otterbein’s illustrious sons and daughters they are—these students who
dine here. I see some faces which smiled around this hospitable board when I was a student. There sit Mr. Bee
son and Miss Geeding—“Two minds with but a single thought, two hearts that beat as one,”—both from the
fertile valley of the Miami, and forever singing its praises. And there is Robison, from New York, a former Cor
nell (?) student, now a senior (?) with wonderful tales, which even rival the stories of “Arabian Nights; ” and
Miller, a relic of the Johnstown flood, with the same ruddy glow of health which he wore so beautifully before.
At the head of the table sits the same “Wise” man who sat there in former times, still trying to maintain the im
port of his name; and he says that his greatest pleasure is to occupy a rustic seat under some spreading oak, on a
beautiful spring day, when the thermometer registers “two in the shade.” Beside him sits Helmstetter, with beam
ing countenance and sparkling eyes. He is very fond of travel and says he enjoys no trips so well as those to
the “ Sunny South. ”
But, “ who is that ruddy-faced boy with his constant prattle ? ” I inquire of my neighbor. Just as he is
about to reply, this same boy, who rings the bell, says, with a longing glance at Miss Stoufler, “ I am Alzo Rosselot.” Just now Ulrey, usually a man of silence, asks: “Why is Mr. Baum like a bucket without a handle?”
Miss Pope, with that jolly laugh which has so captivated the stalwart foot-ball captain for 1902, responds, “That’s
easy; because he has lost a Bail.”
I also recognize that seventeen=year-old giant, Stoufler, who consumes a quart of syrup at each meal. Huddleson says that the critic’s task is not a pleasant one for one who wishes to be popular with his fellow-boarders.
One more stranger I see, who maintains a dignified silence and tries to make us believe that he is the grand
son of Admiral Porter.
Well, dinner is over, and I am satisfled that I could not have gotten a better dinner anywhere. Success to
all and, “long live the Schenck Club.”
A Former Student.
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<^eai) sodp, sprdce jdice,
ye’re stfie people

®tl]e Van (^e.

Chronicle of Principal E.vents
puissant pot-seraper.
First assistant gravy-maker.
BOARD
by the day, week, or meal.
TERMS:
Strictly casli in advance,

$2.50 per week.

Favorite Dish;
Ginger wafers, a la spruce juice, with
skimmed milk.

T?iis is the picture of a roll of Antrim-Club
butter widking back to Uncle Joe's after the
storm.

October.

Mother Langworthy sojourns with us.
We learn of a World’s
Fair at Chicago, 1893.
Nov. 8. Shirey omits bear hug after supper. Great surprise and relief.
Nov. 24. “Buddy” Hughes takes dinner with us and says grace.
First
offense for the year.
Dec. 7. Girls hold an indignation meeting and withdraw.
Dec. 8. Girls take another think and call withdrawal off.
Dec. 10. Bob Phixque accidentally steps on “Pat.”
Dec. 12. “ Pat ” is buried with all the honors of war.
Jan. 30. Y. M. C. A. man visits us and says grace. Last offense for the
year.
Feb. 6. Deeder and Bookie come to dinner together.
Feb. 8. “Gaki” breaks the news that she is going to Toronto.
Feb. 9-24. “Gaki” breaks the news some more.
Feb. 25. “Gaki” goes.
Mar. 4. Little Mac and Van have anniversary. A second wife appears
on the scene, and Mac plunges into the gravy bowl.
Mar. 29. Miss McCormick entertains the Hewitt family at dinner.
Mar. 30. Professor Newman joins the club.
Four new boards put in
the table.
Apr. 15. “All nature snickers.”
May 24. Potatoes for dinner.
June 9. Five drops of cream discovered in the milk.
June 16. Exchange pictures and kisses all the way around, and then
good-by.
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tme:
Xame.

Nickname.

“smawites”

Office.

Favorite Toimc of
Conversation.

Favokite Dish.

Famieiak UTTERANI’E.

Character Age.
istic.
i

(JHACE \VALLA('E................ “Prof.”....................... President......................................... Ginger-bread and. Bovs................................................. “Well. Alice.”.................................... Dignity.............
cream.

16

OLIVE ROBERTSON............. Ollie............................. Advisorv Cook..

Outlook for vocal teacher• “Want to see you after dinner.” Quarrelsome..
at Arcanum.

15

BURR IIUOHES....................... Bud.............................. Sergeant-at-arms.......................

T

ELSIE SMITH............................. John.........................

Assistant Racketmaker.... Cracki'rs..................

GRACE RESSLER..................

liiti/l rlpul

“Line up, ’Varsity, time to eat.” F x t rp m p
Piety.

31

vor< !i nil wpnv’iiig

“How early the electric lights Intellectually
deep.
go out.”

38>^

.......... Heavy-............
hearted.

23

SARDUS HATES...................... Sarcly.......................... Too busy looking for a Br(‘ad and gravy. My last “point” and my “What a great thing love is, Very at ten-...
“point” to hold any otlice.
tive to the
anyhow!”
next one.
ladies.

31

FRANK SHIVELY................. “John Shively’s Peace maker.................................. Malta Vita........ ..
brother.”

When I was in Canada........ “(iive me more room, Bess.”.... Seriousness...

28

(JRACE MILLER...................... Gracious.................. Match-maker............................... 'Purl!(' Soup........

Wholesale “iioint” business “That’s been u]r liere six times.” Bashful ..

26

O. J. BRKHIT

Chief Growler.............................. Ssi 1111 rui .

Childhood reminiscences .. “Some people make me tired.” Slow

35

BFSSIE ASTON......................... Pocahontas..........

Chief Eater.................................... Mnsli

“Pat”................................................. “My, but T’m sleepv'! ”

17

CARL COONS...............................

('hief Rrjf'kpt-Tiiflker

........................... Ora Jane.................

Advantages of a co-ed. “\Yiiif fur 111P .Inhn.”.
school.

Milk

T’f

I* Ir s

A n y 111111 or vv h n r p V’P !■.

Innocence....

“1 ’m surprised at m.y own as Quiet.
tonishment.”

13

M A RG r E RITF. LA M B E RT Margery.................. Waiter................ ..........................

■V n v t h i n g and Brotherhood of man.............. “Alice wants more potatoes.”.. Giddiness........
everything.

31

SAMUEL KUNDERT..........

Sauer-kraut and Girls' dresses................................ “Where did you get that new “Dres.sy”..........
dress ? ”
onions.

25

Beans and ice Annual............................................ “.lustM’ait till theAnnual comes I.aziness..........
out.”
cream.

18

SHIRI.EY SEA BROOK........ “Squirrlv”............

Chief Custodian of Meats... Anything with Hewitt House............................. Wonder wliich one at Hewitt’s Queer................
wants me next.”
Armour brand.

14

A. W. WHETSTONE.............. Pete...........................

Head Supplier.............................. Meat, more meat. Value of intense study.. ... “When

your Studious.........

18

(.'ostunn» ('ritic....................

('ARM I CALLENI) ER.......... Never had a nick (’horister....................•..................
name.

may I correct
French, Alice? ”

Wilson College, Pa.................. “Says I, says he.”............................. Up-to-date....

17

I didn’t hear the H:30 bell.... “Pass up that bottle.”.................... Prim..................1

20

HARVEY E DGERT()N........ Eddie.......................... Chief Dignitary,........................ Water........................ The turn-downs I’ve had Utterani^es too numerous to Unassuming..
mention, always funny
this week.
and new.

19

Hash........................
R. A. CALI.ENHER................ “Willie”.................. Anthoritvon Etiquette
JESSIE MAY............................... ,I ess.............................1 Hasii Critic.................................... Ciitsaip..........

HARRY BRIGHT.................... Coh^Tiel

W’jiter-hnv..............

ALICE KEISTER.................... Chump..................... Critic................................................

Something to eat
I’OTATOES...................

105

. .. “Pass up that bread.”.................... “Sassy”............

12

“Points”........................................ “For any sake, don’t tell that.” “Persnickety”

25

What is the matter with this poor )iian ^ Maybe he ivishes /le had n’t yot married before he came to college.
If the man had made his v'ife keep a boarding club, or take in washing, maybe she would be afraid to glare at
him now, and he ironld hare a better appietite.

fl\^rrkd-P\^'s

Motto:

Apprentice—Doc. Kline.

(job

lUse early, eat little, and ivorJc hardd'

Chaplain and Undertaker—McMullen.
Keeper of the Nursery—Ward.

(I3ta00=(lOiliotor0

actitic a^cmbers
Deller
Ward
Kline
Warson

Adams
McMullen
Bookman
Boring

laetiren Eigft
jj

Edgerton
Kanaga

Snyder

!
i

Weaver
Grace Miller
Truxall
Tom Hughes
Prof. Newman

Applications for admission should be addressed to
Rev. Boring, Squeedunk, Pa.
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^ocial

^ei)ts

HE social events of the past year have been many and varied, thus adding gaiety and interest to the
college life. The opening receptions given at the beginning of the fall and winter terms,
were enjoyed greatly by both the old and the new students.
Early in the year President and Mrs. Scott began to entertain the different classes in
turn. The pleasant evenings spent there will not soon be forgotten.
Of class parties there have been, as in previous years, a great number.
They varied in
character from the Prep’s “tifteen-cent banquet'’ and Senior’s 3 a.m. breakfast, to the Junior
sleigh-ride, given to the Junior boys by the four girls of the class.
We might also mention
the Freshmen and Sophomores, but suffice it to say that the social life this year may be regarded as an improve
ment over that of last year. That many pleasant evenings have been enjoyed, the following will evidence:.
On the evening of Oetoher 19, Professor Newnuin entertained
a nnniher of students with i)rogressivt‘ “dominos.” Xola Knox
earried off the first i)ri/e.

At the Hewitt home on Fast College Avenue, the Misses
]Nrahel McCormi(‘k and Mary Hewitt entertained in the afternoon
and evc'uing of February 1. Fthel Shaner won Ijoth prizes in the
contesting ganu's.

On Thursday evening, February 18, Hesse Detwiler entertained
the Pliilaletbean girls, after society, in their hall. The colors of
old rose and white were carried out as nearly as possible. Xola
Knox, Korah Shauck, Meta McFadden, and jNfahel Scott, assisted
by Lillian Jjangworthy, ^Nlayine Yost, Mary Ih'witt, and ^lahel
McOorinick, served the refreshments.

On the evt'iiing of IF'ctmiber 11, Clyde Andrus and Professor
Newman opened the Andrus home to the enthusiastic membtu-s of
the “ Domino” Club. Clyde Cowan won the first prize—a i)air of
red socks. A two-course luncheon was served on the tables after
the games.

Meta McFadden gave a reception to a number of her girl friends,
Saturday afternoon, .January 18. The afternoon was spent in i)layiug progressive literary games. The first prize, a Oibson sketch,
was won by C'lelia Knox.
Mrs. H. F. Young entertained on Saturday evening, December
15, at i)rogressive whist and dancing. Mary Hewitt’s score at cards
won tlie prize.

On Washington’s birthday, Ethel and Glenn Crouse ('utcu’tained
both afternoon and evening in honor of their guest. Miss Lottie
Dundore. Sketches illustrating songs and books were drawn by
the girls in the afternoon, followed by the usual guessing contest.
Jos('phine Markley won the prize among tlu' girls. In the evening
the boys tried tiu'ir skill at giu'ssing the same sketches, Carl Helmstetter winning. The decorations of tin* dining-room were of
flags and red carnations. After refreshments were served, each
guest received a hatchet souveidr.

t

Jam’uiry, 2o,
Xohi Kiiox ontertained the Senior (Mass at
five o’clock dinner, after which the probationers were initiated
into tlu' inystc'i’ies of 11)02.

was pinned on his back. After each one had ascertained what name
he bore, all repaired to the gymnasium where a delightful baiupiet
was served. After this, the shade of George Washington enter
tained the company with some interesting historical facts.

Tlie fortnij»htly Tuesday evening hops given by tlie darnalion
Club have been among the most enjoyable features of the past
year. A uniformly pleasant time has been had at these dances,
so to the club motto, “ Long live Terpsichore,” let us add “Long
live the Carnation Club.”

On the evening of April 30, Miss McGormi(*k entertained seven
couples with a six o’clock dinner and dance at the Hotel Holmes,
on tlu‘ occasion of her nineteenth birthday.

On Friday evening, February 7, occurred the bob-sled party,
(‘onsisting of the Misses Kessler, Kemu'i’t, Frank, Truxal, Lambert,
Shrock and Messrs. Shively, Edwards, Kushong, Hughes, Iliebel
and Sanders. After viewing the country from Westerville to (Muitral (\)llege, the jolly crowd was dei)osited at ^fr. Shrock’s in the
country, where a delightful supper was served.
Mary Weiidand entertained in honor of Miss Katheryn Shauck,
of Dayton, Saturday evening, April 12. The decorations were
carried out in yellow and white. Refreshments, consisting of cof
fee, cocoa, sandwiches, and ices, were served.
The Misses Alice and Ethel Shaner and >rinnie Fix, of (Mlumbus, entertained a number of their Otterbein friends at the Shaner
home on Hamilton avcniue, ^Monday evening, March 81, with a
dance and card i)arty.
On the 22(1 of February the Kible Study Jk)ys gave a reception
to the Bible-Study Girls in the Association parlors. The evening
was spent in a novel and interesting way. As each one ent(‘red, a
miniature hatchet containing the name of some Bible character

There were no more thoroughly enjoyable occasions during the
3’ear than the semi-monthly meetings of the “h'-s-s-h-h-h Whist
Club.” Its life was short but sweet, meeting with an unforseen
tragedy.
State Oratorical Association banquet. Association building, Ot
terbein L^niversity, Friday, ^Nlarch 14, 1902.

MENU
Oyster Cocktails,
Wafers.
Cold Tongue,
Chiekeii Salad,
Bread and Butter,
Pickles,
Olives,
Saratoga (.’hips.
Cherry lee Cream,
Angel-Food Cake,
Coffee.
TOASTS.
.1. A. Wkint.ani), Toastmaster.
Wklcomk,
I\ II. Kilbourne, Otterbein
Bksponse,
Charles A. Taylor, Antioch
The CoT-i.EGE Max AS A Citizen,
J. M. Patton, Baldwin
What Is It Worth ?
T. L. Bigger, Heidelbei-g
President Pierce, of Kenyon, and President Bell, of Antioch, also re
sponded to toasts.

Respective

yHE class of “’02” is heterogeneous as well as incombustible. Some have come from the farm, away
from Sunday schools and meeting-houses, where there is no woman’s aid society or involuntary
missionary board, no sunrise prayer-meetings or Republican debating fraternities—not even a
progressive pedro club. Others have come from the cities, where i)otatoes grow on sawbucks,
where cows live on buttercups, and bluebells grow by the milky way. They were rude, scandal
ous, and inflated, a disgrace to our spring Prep. But the species of this class have changed by
evolution, convolution, and revolution into a higher order of carnivora.
“Pete,” who was as green as a house plant, is now contemplating the profession of forestry.
His health had considerable to do in deciding his life work. For some time “Pete” has been troubled with heart
burn, and is led to believe from hygienic laws that an eugagement of this kind will improve its insanitary action.
He will be accompanied by Earnest, who is also filled with the colonial spirit (non-intoxicant). The dark wood
with its deer and mocking-birds is so lovely to him. From the deep black forest (the happy hunting-grounds)
may they come out in the future full-fledged Cherokee Indians. They will doubtless get married before entering
on their mission.
^
“Nibs” is a natural student, and because nature has been so kind to him, he will improve his expanded me
dulla oblongata. He will take a special course in education.
Poor “Buddy” is going abroad as a missionary to the Chinese. He will wish he were back, or even “quarter
back,” many times. But, “Bud,” stick to your job; your religion is just the kind that will win the heathen. If
you get lonesome and seasick, remember Paul in the shipwreck during that awful eclipse of the moon and Orion.
“Tammany” is going crazy on chemistry. Some day, if he be not utterly annihilated in an unexpected ex
plosion, may he invent an autocratic air-ship!
^
Old “Ikey,” the man of blood and thunder, has made a life study of polliwogs and hyacinths; but now he has
decided to take up journalism. He can write very good poetry (dactylic hexameter catelectic allopathic verse),

no

and he is not so terribly bad on straight prose. May the Farm and Dairy, and many other papers, keep him in
spending money, and bouquets besides.
“Jack” thinks of going in the distillery business, making lemon sour, pops, and plum puddings. His business
will be regulated by the signs of the moon, in sympathy with Mrs. Nation’s rules of hitemperantia et helium. In
this heroic struggle may the Lord bless you, “Jack,” and at the end give you a harp.
Nora is a good girl, a wingless messenger. She has touched many by her own kind heart, which is like a
moon, because it always has a man in it. Blessed be the name of Nora!
Nola Rowena (a heart-breaking, soul-reverberating name) has a plan on foot to put her sex into political su
premacy. Her hobbies are woman’s suffrage and war pensions.
Little wee-wee, tootsie-wootsie Bessie, like unto the rosy-fingered morn, or to the ox-eyed, short-horned god
dess Athena.
O Croesis! she is pretty.
A rhapsody!
A summer dream!
A golden sunset! She will pro—
pose to some great artist. Your orders for pictures wfill be taken any time. Sixteen by ten half-tones, twentyfive cents per dozen; same size with a gilt edge and full tone, sixty-eight cents per dozen.
“Tombstone” has visited more Henneries, knows more about highly evoluted consecrated poultry than any
man in college, and, besides having this deep insight into winged animals, he figures very promiscuously in
mathematics.
During his evening strolls he measured and computed the distance from the moon to the earth,
and now intends to give a solution for the distance cross lots.
“Bill,” or William, the pious, is a cyclone, a whirligig, a modern Joshua. He thinks of going into the ministry.
For over three years William has waited for his official call, but according to the latest reports he has received no
definite petition. But, “Billie,” don’t give up the ship! Be patient, keep up your appetite and your Y. M. C. A.
dues, and when the summons comes, ah! you will be ready. Then do the right thing. Don’t be a hippopotamus.
Hollis doesn’t need any introduction. This turbulent, volcanic eruption has, for over five years, frightened
the pedestrians (women and children). He cackles like a molting hen, and talks about agility and acrobatic revo
lutions. A circus monkey would laugh to see him give the parabolic polka. He will study law; but Hollis knows
his weakest point will be talking —too much. A year ago he started to think—that it would be a starving good
business. Of course, before he will be ready for the bar, he must cultivate an appetite for Peruna, and a dispo
sition to lie—when he needs rest.
“Pat” is noted for his eccentricity and irregularity. Whenever a picture is taken of him, the photographer
ui-gently requests him to look through isinglass in order to dim somewhat the intense light of his countenance,
which would instantly destroy the camera. Others believe it is done to get more regular facial features on the
Ill

plate. His ambition (?) is to teach school. He possesses that strange, mysterious personality characteristic of
one in this calling. His broad, sloping brow (quarter pitch), his bright, dazzling eyes, like two lanterns which
shine out in glorious splendor from a thick, hard skull, and his well-proportioned, crescent-shaped mouth, all render
him a typical specimen of a pedagogue.
, .
, a^
i-i.
This promising aggregation make a balloon ascension in June. They will take their ethereal flight to the nort
pole immediately after the program is rendered. It has been intimated that a corps of officers will be present to
make arrests should any attempt to give their orations. The public must be protected from such disturbances. To
escape electrocution, they will get otf from the earth as quickly as possible. Their baggage and orations will be
checked right through. A brass band is already employed to accompany them in their flight. While the balloon
is gracefully rising, the band will strike up in B major (crescendo) that old tune, “Annie Laurie,’ but as soon as
the balloon is in mid air all will join in singing “The Hour of Prayer” with great feeling. As a last salutation,
three sky-rockets will be violently discharged into the air, and immediately following, an entire bunch of fire
crackers will be shot off by “Bill” Lloyd. Upon arriving at the north pole or in the neighborhood of the town, I.
N. Bower will descend like a dove in a parachute, with the Stars and Stripes artistically wrapped around him.
As soon as they are all thoroughly thawed out, the class banner, with their country’s flag, will be hoisted on the
north pole. They anticipate a large gathering from all sides of the earth to witness the demonstration^
After the ceremonies are completed, they will indulge in a sumptuous repast.
Menu: Cold Tea, Sliced Bo
logna a la Newfoundland, Tallow Candles, Smoked Seal, Winter Greens.
If possible, they wi^ to make ice
cream, although it is not probable that they will take a freezer with them. It will be served on the European plan.
After takinc. in all the sights, as we sometimes speak of it, they will prepare for their homeward journey. No
stops will be made, unless for a short visit to Niagara Palls and at Bath, New York. This unique excursion will
attract much attention. In every grocery store and meat market this daring feat of travel will be compre ensively discussed. The party desire to make this entire trip in three months—Fourth of July not excepte .
When the work of the balloon is completed, it will be donated to the citizens of Worthington, who will reserve
a place in the zoological garden for its safe-keeping. Then the members of the class will take up their respective
professions, not in a half-hearted manner, but with the determination to win in the mad struggle for existence an
^
,
Yours truly,
undying glory.
JONAH.
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[Notables (?)

is McMullen, a tutoring “Soph.'
Q begins Altman, he is little but mighty.
stands for Brubaker, on the girl-question flighty. [fll begins Newman, our big vocal “ Prof.”
H is for Cunningham, he can always be heard.
E| begins Deller, who speaks only a word.

^ stands for Olive, she sings in the choir.
HI begins Pfinney, who oft shows his ire.

If stands for Edgerton, a pompous man he.

B]| is for queer, we ’re all somewhat that.
IHI stands for Robison, who thinks he’s quite “ pat.”

Q is for Flora, whom to know you must see.

101 begins Shively, good-natured and gay.
H begins Good, long-winded and wise,
m stands for Hendrickson, who to “officialate” cries. Q is for Truxal, who works hard all day.
Q] is for lies, of music renown.
mi begins Judy, from near Germantown.

HI stands for Ulrich, a little too shy.
^ begins Vansickle, who will any trick try.

10 stands for Kilbourne, who works with a will.
HI is for Lloyd, otherwise “ Scrappy Bill.”

E3 is for Wineland, his other name’s Pari.
H stands for some one who might be called Carl.

Q| begins Yost, who his grit always shows,
m is for Zuck, and with Alice we ’ll close.
13

^olotion af [^ter-l^friting
THE
PREP

Westervii.le, Ohio, September 12,18—.

My Darling Papa and Mamma :

It is witli great pleasure that i take my pen in hand and seat myself
to write you a few lines to let you know that i am well and hope you are the same, i am awful home
sick. i would like to see the calves and the chickens again, i haven’t seen a pony since i got here.
Mister Smith says riding ponies is aAvful good exersize and i ought get me 1. What do you think ? he
says i can get a pony for 50 cents, he said the booltstore man had one he wanted to sell he didn’t want
to keep it over winter. He said i could keep it in the woodshed if i didn’t let prexie find it out. Please
paw can i get that pony ?
The boys was awful good to me when i first got here. They met me at the station and a man named
Jones said he knew where i could find a jolly good room and a place to board to. He took me to a room
riglit next to his and i went to his club next day to dinner. Then in the afternoon Mr. Smith come
around and told me to be careful of that man Jones. He said he would ostersize me as soon as he had
succeeded in his neferrous plans. He says, I am taking my life in my hands to tell you this but i am
doing it all for your sake. I says, what can i do? He thought a minit and then says. Say, There is a
room over there close to me that i tliink we can get
for you, we might try anyhow. So Mr. Smith helped
me move over to that other room. 1 think he was
awful good tome, don’t you ? And i am going to join
his litterery society next friday night.
I would be very grateful if you could spare me 20
dollars toward paying for my schooling. PLxeuse
Westekvieee, Ohio, September 18,18—.
scribbling. Write soon.
My Dear Father:
Your effectionate and loving son
1 arrived here all right a week ago last Tuesday. Am now seated
WlLI.IE.
with the P'reshmen. The school is starting out all right and for my
part I am going to do all I can to make this college year notorious and
expeditious. I am rooming at the home of a sui)eraiiimated preacher
(That means one who is too old to preach any more). I am practic
ing foot ball with the fellows this fall and next Saturday we are go
ing to play a game with O. S. U. 1 am going along with the team and
I think the prospects of winning are very good. Can you spare me
$50 this time ?
Your sincere son,
BXLL.

THE
FRESH
MAN
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THE SOPHOMORE

The
Evolution

WesterviIjLE, Ohio, October 1,18—,

My esteemedjmternalprogenitor:
Old Chrouus with lavish hand has hurled the swiftly flying days like
cast -off pearls upon the shifting sands of time, until the summer has
gone, and we discover ourselves in our foreordained localizations in this
institution of intellectual development.
My temporary habitation is in immediate proximity to the most im
posing structure of the institution. I gastronomify tres indies at the
most antiquated organization for physical invlgoration in this town, in
other words, at the Thompson club. You will place your aspiring off
spring under eternal obligations by forwarding the trifling pecuniary
stipend of SIOO. \V ith sincere filial affection.
Your dutiful descendant,

of
Letterwriting
—Concluded

WlIiLIAM.

THE JUNIOR

Westerville, Ohio, October 10,18—.

Dear Governor:
Am so sleepy to-day. Didn’t hit the bed last night, you
know, till two o’clock. These social functions are so tiresome,
but still one has to keep in the swim. The dear girls and all
that, you know. Favor is vain and beauty is deceitful, thus
sayeth tlie Holy Writ. Now, to-night our class has a banquet
and to-morrow night the ‘t.BT.’s. Will be glad when this term
is over. Hate to mention it, don’t you know, but could you
mail $150 of the filthy lucre?
Your son.
Will.

WE OFTEN
WONDER

Where Dr. Scott got his broad smile.
What the sidewalk in front of the post-office is for.
How much molasses Bushong can eat.
When Guy Taylor’s cough will leave. (Ans.—When Guy does.)
If “Pat” Walters has found his squaw yet.
How many “points” Judy has had this year.
Where Elsie Smith’s winter hat disappeared.
How soon Kanaga and Funk will telegraph to Mars.
How much Shirey and Kilbourne get for running the college.
Who paid for the hay-ride last fall.
When the chapel choir will learn to sing.
Who stole Alice Kiester’s spoons.
If “Tammany” Hall will take off his sweater before the 4th of JulyWhy “Pete” Whetstone leaves town so often.
Why Professor Whitney is always on the run.
What is fresher than “Brownie” Wineland.
If the next Junior class will have the nerve to publish an Annual.
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Ode to ^ofessor^ngVel^

0 f^apa! J^QpQ

you Ve \\)e env^ of all J^rofs.
you re tt)e main gazebo, nol/^bajs;
'^ust jou Keep ^our fast gait up.

O Papa! Papa ^^civel^!
*^n bibbing jou goob-b^,—
l^unt \\)e paregoric
'^l^en ^ou l;ear ^our cl^erub crj.

0 papa! papa

you’re ]\)e best of all tl}e bo^s.
you ’re tl;e real tiding, papa ^navel^,
^nb U>e brink to all ^our jo^s.
0 Pcipa! Papa

you ’re tl}e t/^inner in tt)i5 game;
you mabe 14 anb set us 10
bab^ Snavel^ came.

O Pcipa! Pcipa ^^avel^i
'Q3l}en tf)e bo^ grolz^s up a man,
)J)iJa2 \)z learn to sa^ “ exactly,”
’J2eatl^ tl^e carbinal anb tan.
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Young Mr. Suavely likes to walk around at
night with his father.

p^c^ilt^^tatistics

Weight
Name

Disposition

Favorite Book

Side Lines

Color of Hair

Common Expression

Dressed

......... Iron Gray.................... Visiting............................ Robinson Crusoe........ “When I Afras in Greece.”

GEORGE SCOTT...........................

9if»n

Firm

T. J. SANDERS..............................

MR

Smiling

L. H. McFADDEN........................

i.^fi

iVTodpst,............. Opossum........................ Councilman.................. Ishmael............................ “That reminds me of last year.”

W. J. ZUCK.......................................

14.5

Tsi.me .

F. E. MILLER......................... ..

165.............

(Samantha at)
“Do you agree w'ith that? ”
Plodding......... Maltese.......................... Gardening...................... (
Saratoga.
| ‘‘ '

R. H. WAGONER..........................

mi

.Tnlly

Tan................................

GUSTAV MEYER..........................

1(12

(^rsj n k V

Sorrel.............................. Politics............................. Uncle Tom’s Cabin.. “Dat’s r-i-g-h-t.”

W. C. WHITNEY.........................

1.55

Sunny

CHARLES SNAVELY...............

143

Si ngnlaT......... Too bald to tell........... Cradling.......................... Family Guide.............. “Well! let’s see.”

N. E. CORNETET.........................

18(1

Sprinns .

CLARENCE NEWMAN..........

225

Sociable......... Walnut.......................... Walking with girls.. (

JOSEPHINE JOHNSON...........

115............... Tt.pt i ri ng

ISABELLE S. SCOTT..................

2.3(1

( Hoosier School-)
“You will And it in the library.”
Master
j’

... Chocolate...................... Preaching...................... <

Joking............ ................. Peck’s Bad Boy.......... “Drive on.”

......... Auburn.......................... Carpentry...................... Guide to Sporting ... “That’s gone to the bow-wows.”

... Midnight...................... Lecturing........................ Jebb. ................................. “It’s a happy thought.”

voith."

Dun.................................. Broadening minds... David Harum.............. “You will have to learn to appreci
ate this.”

( Keep! ng Dr. Scott > Cook-Book.................... “Oh! you are doing fine.”
straight................)

Patient, ......... Variegated................... I
F.nsv...............

Bay.................................. Shopping........................ Buflalo Bill.................... “It is true in some cases.”

2,285
at
Total..................................

“A tlirobbing, pulsating, palpitat
ing whole.”

(Reveries of a I
“Really 1 ’m not in
Bachelor.
]■••••

.........

ALMA GUITNER..........................

Terra Cotta.................. Soliciting....................... The Little Minister.

cents.

■ 1102.83
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[Narrative

with a gang of crazy guys springin’ out of nowhere,
when you wasn’t lookin’ for them, neither, and they
wasn’t carin’ much where they were shootin’.
“ Now, let me tell you, fellers, I didn’t run because I
was scared, nor nothin’ like that, but I thought I’d show
’em, with that weedy corn-field so close, and with all the
trainin’ I had in runnin’, that it would be no trick for me
to juke out of line of them bullets and hide among them
burs and Spanish-needles where they wouldn’t be likely
to come. But by gee crackins, boys ! them fellers were
in dead earnest. They didn’t care for weeds, barb-wire
nor Methuselah himself, either. You know whom I
mean. I heard them say they got the other feller, and
all the time kept cornin’ my way.
“Well, just what to do, I scarcely knew. Not that I
was afraid, for I tell you I got all the nerve that’s goin’,
and don’t you forgit that, but to let them know that I
could git out of that corn-field on short orders if I
wanted to. I just did it, and I did it to perfection, don’t
you forgit it. They couldn’t begin to follow. No, they
couldn’t do nothin’ at all but shoot, and weren’t much
good at that. They never touched me, no, not nowhere.
But I’ll tell you, boys, there’s ‘nothin’ so funny as fun,’
I don’t care what you say. I know somethin’ about it.

jOTHIN’ so funny as fun,” is a favorite maxim
of We-t-mp.
1
This Freshman has been noted for his speed
in the contests on field days, but never before did it at
tract so much attention as it did the latter part of last
October, nor was he ever known to cover so much ground
at one time as when he and a personal friend went to
secure Bartels’s cow.
Now to tell how it all happened, and all that happened,
would be a great undertaking, considering the fact that
it only lasted for a short time, although it is an event
that will ever be fresh in the mind of the world’s cham
pion runner.
Nothin’ so funny as fun,” was heard by a fellow
companion on Hallowe’en. ‘‘ Let’s get that old cow and
tie her to some prof.’s porch-post and demonstrate
the fact that there’s ‘nothin’ so funny as fun.’
I
believe in the saying, ‘ Go it, boys, while you’re
young.’”
Well, he did; yet he did not take the beast with him.
She was too slow for a famous speeder. But, as he re
lated his own story, he was heard to say: “Soldiers
have heard the whiz of bullets and the roar of cannon,
but that haint nothin’, let me tell you, fellers, compared
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“But say, when we came down that there hill, I’ll bet
you I took one step that was a rod long, and some others
that didn’t come much short of it. I just had to laugh
to see those fellers tryin’ to follow. They couldn’t step
more than five feet, while I was aver’gin’ fifteen. But,
by crackinsi they must have had lots of shootin’ mate
rial by the way they shot holes through the air. I know
I heard a bullet whiz every step I took, but I wasn’t
carin’, because one step I jigged one way and the next
time the other. I always knew with which ear to listen,
and I never missed it once So I was certain that I had
’em goin’, and they might as well give up the chase.
But, boys, there’s ‘nothin’ so funny as fun.’
“ But I’ll tell you, fellers, I was a little bit surprised
the next mornin’. I thought nobody but myself and
Sager knew it, and I was laughing my old cow-hide shoes
full, and what do you think ? That old man Bartels
rapped on my comrade’s door, and I thought I’d be
rather quiet and hear a little somethin’ what he had ter
say. About the first thing of all I heard him make men

tion of my name and say somethin’ about my white hair
havin’ given me away.
“But, thinks I to myself, ‘You old feller don’t catch
this duck like that. Other fellers have white hair even
if I can’t think of any just now, and besides that it was
dark as pitch.’ At first I thought Bartels was another
cow, and I swear I don’t know when I’d found it out, if
he hadn't began to shoot. But, thinks I, I’ll look as bold
as Peter when he told that thej'e old woman, or it may
be it was a young one, T know not this man of whom
you speak,’ and you know how I can do it, too. I just
said, ‘ Here, Mr. Bartels, you know I never do things
like that, and furthermore I know nuthin’ about yer old
cornfield, and never touched your old cow. ’
“ I fooled him all right.
He don’t know it now
that I’m the feller that tied the rope about that old cow.
And if he hadn’t shot just when he did, in the mornin’
when he had went out to milk, that old boss would have
not been there. Just talk all you mind ter, boys, I know
that there’s ‘nothin’ so funny as fun.’ ”

j

A Lyric ^
^\)eve

5 Q

3

tale of tU^o fresljmen,

Of the boldest rider of riders
I will sing, with your gracious leave,
For he never grows weary of riding,—
He rides from the morn 'till the eve.

young. I^oppfi. QTlb gQ^—

■gut’t is not surprising,
for tl}is is tl^eir
'^\)e borh cloubs of nigl)t
J7ung loU^ over all;

3^ ^outl} on Q moiben
"^QS malting l;is call.

Jf^one 1/^oulb Venture to tell,
jSut softly these V^orbs
from tbe moiben’s lips fell:

“O
CqIIs bg \\)2 score,
‘^l^is nig])t still t^e lingereb,
3^s

qIU^q^s

before.

To the ^der

"Reaver,

'^b^^ meanest tbou, pra^ ?
3L^oro!

"^mploro!

A hero like this is worthy
Of the praise of poet and bard.
He rides with his heart in the effort.
He presses the enemy hard.
For a Freshy 's the stake of the running,
The prize of the goal that's won.
Oh, there 's joy in the ranks of the faithful.
When the race is successfully run.

yt liberes me!”

Then let us drink to the rider,
And drain every drop to the last;
For, what one of us knew not the rider.
In the good old days that are past?
Now, once again, let us pledge him.
As we raise our glasses high.
For the rider's one of the memories
That belong to the days gone by.

A Lovely Dream

Q^nfcr

QYlufiftcrj(Yl(tann
lebt cin IHann in unf’rer Stabt,
Per ein ZlTufifer ift.
€r l)at ben 0rt fd^on lang gel^abt,
Per an ber 5tragen=ecfe ftel?t.
Sd^redlid^fte KIdngc Iduten n^eit,
Unb madden £cute miibe.
(£5

lebe aber Poftor 2Ttcyer!
(£r meint nielleicbt fetn Bbfe.
XPir mbd^ten $ern tl^m nur berati^en
Sein 2Tluftf=l}au5 fern auf bas £anb
XDol^lti^dliger 5U niad^en.
(£5

I dreamed I heard the faculty say.
He'd graduate this year;
That Prof. Scott, taking him by the hand,
Said, Robinson, have no fear."
Oh, %vh<a a lovely dream!

1 ureanud L -"'cnt fo church again,
And sat in my old-limc jdar.-’;
That Stiverson talked to the audience.
Instead of the empty space.
Oh, what a lovely dream!

I dreamed I heard a maiden say,
“ The Soxir shall be turned to siveet.
To sugar life for you, Mark, mine.
Whose time shall ne'er be beat."
Oh, ivhat a lovely dream !

Idreamcd a Prep could leaim some thmgs.
That he ivasn't an easy mark;
That he wouldn't rush to the faculty
'To tell the tale of his lark.
Oh, what a lovely dream!

J dreamed. I heard 3Iark Hanna say,
“ Let the sweet turn back to Sour,
For I care for only Suley, nou>;
She Jills my every hour."
Oh, what a lovely dream!

I dreamed that Westerville's streets were
2)aved, ’
That 7vater-works had come,
'That Bennet's light was 07i taj) once more
Instead of on the bum.
Oh, u'hat a lovely dream!

I dreamed I heard "Pud" Hughes say,
“ jT'm a married man no more;,
I'm ojf with the old love 7ww, at last.
But another JOwr at the door."
Oh, what a lovely dream!

I dreamed I heard Aunt Sarah say,
“ They never make a noise;
'They never do a thina that's bad;
My! but I have fine boys."
Oh, U'hat a lovely dream!

I dreamed that our class was at peace
again,
'That Mabel's wrath had ebbed.
That Snyder and " Sjnke" hcul kissed in
peace.
But that Riebel had taken to bed.
Oh! U'hat! a! lovely! dream !
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7\yVertising

LOST—By Juniors, Harmony (with a big H).
please return to Marguerite Lambert.

Finder

(d(in)n

NOTICE—I am prepared to give private lessons in
U. S. History, especially the Declaration of Independence.
B. D.

PERSONAL—Paleontologist, wherever you are, come
back home. I do so wish to see you.
G. M.

“ PRKXY ” 8AXDER8

NOTICE—The Otterbein Medical Association hereby
gives notice that, by the terms of the will of the late
Mr. Tyred Ofem, $5,000.00 are set aside as a reward to
any one producing a safe and sure antidote for that dread
d isease guytaylorsjohes.

“ PETE ” WHETSTONE

Sanders & Whetstone
Surveyors
We have had much experience, having calculated
the transit of Trimmer across the college campus.

PERSONAL—Will the lady in the sealskin jacket and
tennis shoes, who smiled at the handsome gentleman
about 7:30 p.m,, last Monday evening, at the corner of
State Street and College Avenue, kindly address him
at Box 68, Westerville.
R. Bushong.

WANTED—Some one to keep the tennis courts in or
der, so we can play.
Bookman & Co.
POSITIONS WANTED.

FOR SALE—By Flo Bennert, one small boy, very
cute and neat. Can be used as a watch-charm.

Chair of Mathematics in first-class college. Can prove
that the sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to two
right angles.
S. W. Bates.

FOR RENT—By Grace Key, one frown in first-class
working order. Can be had on easy terms by applying
early.

Position of Demonstrator in Physics. Have made a
specialty of Sound and Personal Magnetism. Open to en
gagement after June 18.
“Pat” Walters.

BOOK NOTICE—“The Science of Banner-Hanging,”
by “Buddy ” ; Limp cloth, price, 30 cents.
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Birthplace of Hon. Ixaac Newton Boxcer, ph ilosopher', saint, ec/olist,
pxoet, critic, jyrcacher, gallant, editor, etc.
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BOOK REVIEWS
“Leg-Pulling as a Fine Art,” by Nibs, price $1.25.
This is a most excellent work just published by Richard
K. Fox, of New York, being No. 37 of his justly cele
brated “Handy Help Series.”
The norn-de-plume of “Nibs” conceals an author of
great promise, as this, his first book, is remarkable, both
for the classic beauty and simplicity of the style, as well
as for the remarkably clean exposition of the working
principles of the successful leg-puller.
The work should have a ready sale among all who
wish to become adepts in this art. The little volume is
dedicated in a most touching manner to the late Pro
fessor Newman, whose untimely decease all lovers of
the truly beautiful sincerely mourn.
Weinland Brothers are just out with a new work en
titled, “ Love—Its Pleasures and Pains,” by C. S. Spike.
It is of a type with which the market is already over
stocked, but, although its general sentiment is similar
to that of others of the same style, merits special con
sideration from the public because one cannot help but
be touched by the exquisite beauty of expression and
by the tenderness with which the intense passions of the
soul are laid bare.
This young but gifted author plays with a light and
sympathetic touch upon our very heartstrings, as upon
a liar (lyre), and to it sings a song of life and love. At
first sweet dulcet strains of Orphean harmony meet the
ear, as the singer tells of youth’s first love; two grace
ful snow-white swans, meeting upon life’s limped,
crystal stream, float down its dreamy tide together; of
two chords attuned to one, whose entrancing melody
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would ope the brazen walls of Tartarus and charm e’en
flinty-hearted Pluto of his charge. Now the player
sweeps across the strings with rapid rush of passion;
dark clouds of doubt o’ercast the sky; black-robed jeal
ousy stalks forth from out her gloomy recess; the stormy
winds of discord pour oat from their dim ^olian caves
and lash the stream’s silvery bosom into foam; the music
has changed to noisy clash of angry conflict. Again,
in a moment, comes a lightning change. The storm
falls; the sky clears with but here and there a patch of
white to grace a dark background of blue; the winds,
affrighted at themselves, haste back to seek their cavern
homes, leaving behind but an occasional zephyr to stir a
sparkling ripple on the dead waters of existence or waft
the rose’s perfume on its mission. And this is life and
love!
The author has evidently felt within himself all that
he writes. It is an autobiography rather than a tale.
We have only praise for a little pamphlet entitled,
“Noise, and How to Make It; an Easy Road for Begin
ners,” by Edna Wells, which has just reached our re
viewing table. It fills a long-felt want in the educational
world and is the best thing on the subject that we have
ever seen.
The author brings to her subject, beside the experience
of years of active work in this line, a natural taste and
genius for it.
We have no hesitation in predicting the work will be
very popular among students, prize-fighters, base-ball
rooters, statesmen, etc.

I^^l^papsh^s
Sister Hewitt enjoins silence on the house, as Mary has
a cold on her chest.

Prof. Whitney—yiv. Truxal, which is better, pure gold or

alloyed ?
Mr. Truxal—A. Lloyd.

Meddler (to Joke Editor) — Why don't you write some

thing about “Brownie” Wineland?

Ward—What was your highest grade last term?

Joke Editor—Oh, nothing much to write about.

Chemistry—third floor.

Prof. N. — M-ta, dear, may I dream that you will some

Prof. Zuck — Now be careful, not only in the use of not
only, but also in the use of but also.

day love me?
M-ta—Yes, but it will be a pipe dream.

Tom Hughes (who wants the acetic acid) — Professor,

Following extract from one of Whistler’s Amatory Epis
tles : “I am coming to-morrow, dear; you must be sure
to expect me.”

where is the msthetic acid?
Boring (announcing a temperance meeting)—Now let us

all come filled —

Lewie Weinland (to Georgia)—“Say, George, will you be

a sister to me?”

Mr. Kilhourne—J)o you like Tennyson, “Spike”?
Mr. Yothers—y^q\\, I should say ! I think his Thanatopsis

Have you ridden on the |

is fine.

Kliim.

The above is a specimen of Guy Taylor’s Jokes.

“My Experience in Athletics,” by J. E. Krapp, illustra
ted by A. H. Brown. Handsomely bound in pig skin,
price, $7.00.
“How I Delivered the Knock-Out Blow,” by O. C. Miller.
March 11.—Business bank robbed.

Loss, $175,000.

“How to Do Otterbein in Two Months,” by J. L. Sonner.
“The Rise and Fall of Oratory,” by J. H. Edgerton, bound
in cheese cloth. For sale by all drug-stores.

The efloct of a (juytatjlorjoke ui)on an unhappy victim.
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Otterbeii) ^in)er
LESSON 1.

LESSON VII.

LESSON IX.

Who are that boy and that girl?
They are Him and Her.
Wliat is the mat ter with them? Are tliey sick?
No, but tliey are in love.
Will they al ways be this way?
No, for they will be mar ried soon.

Do you hear the ba by talk ?
No, I do not hear the ba by talk, but I hear Zozai. Zo-zai lives at Mid-dle-towji where thert
is a brew-ery.

Here is a picture.
What do you see in the pi(*-ture?
I see a large room, with some l)f)ys in one cor-ner
and some girls in an-other cor-ner. It is a receji-tion for the new stu-dents.
Do^the new stu-dents like to go to the re-cep-tion ?
Oh, no, they think it is their du-ty.
Do the old stu dents like to go?
Not much.
Why, then, do thej’ have this re-cep tion ?
Be cause they had one last year.

LESSON II.
Who is that yon der up the street?
That is Shirey.
What is he doing?
He is squeez ing a girl.
What is hang ing to his coat-tails?
That is Abey, and when begets big he will squeeze
girls, too.

LESSON X.
What is home grub?
It is your moth er’s cook ingand all you want to
eat for nothing.
What is club board?
It is bread, but-ter(?), meat, and stale jokes for
two dol-lars a week.
What is a ban-quet?
It is a pick-le, a pa per nap-kin, and a tooth-pick
for a dol-lar a jilate. (Flow ers ex-tra.)

LESSON III.
What has that girl on her head? Are they cork
screws ?
No, they arc not cork-screws. They are curls.
Are they nice curls?
She is a good girl and we do not like to say.

LESSON XI.

LESSON IV.

See the fight!
No, my child, it is not a fight.
The boys act as if they were an-gry, but they are
not. They are play-ing foot-ball.
What a man-ly sport it is!
I.ook, there is a man with his ribs crack-ed and
his nose mashed.
There are three other men who are knocked
sense-less.
Hur-ry iind take them oflT the field so that the
game will not be de layed.
Now they are play ing again.
I hope our boys will lay out the other fel-lows,
and win the game.
Boys ought to be seiit to col lege, so they can
learn to play foot hall.

What is in the frame ?
It is twenty-five cents. The Ath-let-ic Board put
it in the frame.
But where did the Board get the twenty-five
cents ?
Mr. Snave-ly gave it to them to buy suits for the
base-ball team.

LESSON V.
Is this a Jack-’o-lan-tern ?
No, it is not. It is Grace Kessler.
Does she al ways look this way ?
Yes, on-ly when she smiles.

LESSON VI.
Is this a short-skate?
Yes, it is a short-skate and it is a small po-ta-to
al-so.
What is a short-skate?
A short-skate is a class-man who will not pay
for a picture.

LESSON VIII.
Do you see that man with the cap on ?
Yes, and I know him. He runs the street-car.
Is he a good man ?
He is a very bad man and of-ten stops the car.in
the mud.
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LESSON XII.
Yon der comes a man. He has a club in his hand
and blood in his eye. He is the man who was
roast ed. Lit tle boy, you had bet-ter hike or
you may be roast-eu, too, or may-be just warm
ed. Ouch! Yow! Boo-hoo!

f
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Patronize Those Who Patronize Us

^tibertisemrnts
Don’t Stop Here

The Attention of

overs of
Good Books
Fine Arts, and
Best Stationery
no matter where they live,
is called to the fact that at
all times, and on the most
REASONABLE TERMS, satisfactory to all, they
can obtain what they wish in these lines,
by correspondence or otherwise, at

l{(Mnenil)or, that tlio books we
offer possess artistic, literary, and
ethical value, not found in the or
dinary miscellaneous collection of
books. Jrere are

IBooks
for the little folks, for boj’s and
f?irls, for men and women of all
af?esaiid j)rofessions. ivrisccllancr)us (tift-lfooks, Jiictionaries and
t'yclopedias. Standard Sets, Histdries and Jiiofrraphies, yiction.
Devotional Books. Itibles and Tes
taments of evi'fy size. Our

sStattonerp
('onsists of Desk Furnishint's and
Novelties, WritiiiK I’aper and En
velopes of every tint, Pint' I’tmcils,
Fine Bens. Pocketbooks, Card
Cases, and heather Ooods in frreat
varieties. Fountain I*ens a spec
ialty. These must be seen to be
appreciated.

(Knerabtnes
Calling (birds, Wt'ddiiiK Invita
tions, and At-Iiome Notices, fur
nished on special order. Our

art (gooli0
consist of Pictures in IMatinum
Prints and FtchiiiKs. plain or col
ored, Statuary. Busts of Marble,
Plaster, and Terra Cotta. Bric-aBrac of innumerable attractive
and valuable household orna
ments and necessities.

Tf U IIS ir/tiif you irinit. Write for
(Irscriptions. Aiiifress

THE U. B. BOOK-STORE

EB.Publisliin^: House

DAYTON, OHIO

DAYTON, OHIO

0

The Columbus Railway Co
Party Cars Chartered
at Treasonable TTates.
The Car Service caiiiiot be excelled by any Street
Railway in a city of like population. All lines center
in the heart of the city and extend in all directions to
the suburbs.
Every State Institution, Hospital, Cemetery, City
Park, Hotel, Depot, Principal Business House, and all
the various points of interest to be desired, are reached
or passed by cars of this Company. Operates and
controls all city lines.
Get Up a Trolley Party over the Westerville line
at night, and see Columbus by electric light.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
SKPTKMUEK.

4. IM-pps, with their mammas, hej^in to arrive.
10. Ikey Bower makes up spring Term chemistry.
15. Upper classmen turn in.
10. Foot-hall practice begins. Special run on crutches and
bandages.
18. Coach Wainwright arrives. Mighty souls, Myrn !
22. “Pat” Walters tries a new kind of “chewin’.”
29. O. S. U. game at Columbus. Deller smells some liniment
between halves and refuses to play; but with the in
ducement of a stick of candy is persuaded to go back
ill the game.

Z. L. WHITE & CO.
COLUMBUS’ LEADING

Dry Goods Emporium

OCTOBER.

2.
10.
11.
12.
19.
21.
2.‘h

First recitation of Professor Whitney’s biology class.
Sidell does his fall term lab. work.
Ray Hewitt chaiierones a cider party somewhere. Bill
and the coach are lost in the wilderness.
Buckeye Altman breaks into society, but the fair Jessica
treats him coldly.
O. U. defeats dummies with great slaughter.
Uncle Joe advertises for his watermelons.
Bennet’s arc lights begin mysteriously to disappear.

Near the Westerville Car Line.
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Cut ylowers
and Floral Offerings.
College and Society
Emblems a Specialty
Seed—Farm, Field, Flower.
Plants—Greenhouse and Flardy.
Trees—Fruit and Ornamental.

Free!

Seed Annual, Jan. 1.
Bulb Catalogue, Sept. 1.

LIVINGSTON’S

SEED STORE
114 North High Street,
WRITE
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us

FOR

WHAT

Columbus, Ohio
YOU

WANT.

Stallman Dresser TrunK
IHE most convenient as well as the best trunk on the market. A
place for everything and everything in its place. If it be setting
against the wall, you do not have to pull it out in order to open
it up. this trunk is made of three-ply veneer bass wood, and every
clamp is riveted by hand. It is especially adapted for students’ uses
as it is so much more convenient than the old-style trunk. ^ ^ ^ ^

F. A. STALLMAN,

31=33 W. Spring Street, Columbus, Ohio

College Calendar- Continued
25.
31.

Greeting

Trouble with town thugs, in which Willie Beuiier does
himself proud.
Coons ik Co. lay in their stock of fall and winter hats.

to '02, ’oj, '04, and ’05, from
the Intercollegiate Hureau
of Academic Costume.

NOVEMBEK.

2. The second recitation of IM’ofessor AV'hitney’s biology class.
0. Juniors have push, and bill the town. Adams says ‘‘nay'’
to his share of the paste bill.
, ,
15. Boozy Bowers and Lawrence light a “doodle over Lthel.
1(5. Bess’s mail-carrier has an adventure.
17. Worstell heard to mutter, “Have her, I will!”
20. Bill Lloyd takes a shave.
27. Mavme Yost returns to school.
, „ .
31. “Fan-Tan” and ‘“Billy” entertain ‘“Nibs” and “Sappho in
Ih-esident Scott’s parlor from 1): 00 p. m. to 3 : 00 a. M.
Before leaving, “Nibs” offers to fix the furnace, hoping to
conciliate the old gentleman, and carelessly leaves the
dampers open. Next morning, everything is frozen up,
and the water-pipes bursted. Mrs. Scott proceeds to
freeze the girls.

COTRELL & LEONARD
ALBANY, N. Y.

Makers of THE CAPS AND GOWNS
to the American Universities from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. Illustrated bulletin,
samples, etc., upon application.

DECEMBER.

1. “Doc.” Kline takes his regular Sunday evening stroll.
5. Ladies’ literary societies entertain friends with open ses
sion.

RICH GOIVNS FOR THE PULPIT AND
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THE

BENCH.

UNIVERSITY

Department of Business

The Business Bugle Call: “ Prosperous Days.**

Hundreds of
^ood positions
are waiting
for hdght
young men and
women,
If^e place our
worthy
graduates in
positions.

The complete contuse includes
thorough training in
—

If you

are

interested,

address

B. E. PARKER, Principal
WESTERVILLE,

OHIO
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Bookkeepinji
Grocery Business
Real Estate Business
Commission
Business
Grain Business
Jobbing Business
Lumber Business
General Mdse.
Business
Coal Business
DryGoods Business
Manufacturing
Business
Clothing Business

..

.

_________

.

Grain and Hay
Business
Banking Business
Commercial
Arithmetic
Capitalization and
Punctuation
Spelling
Penmanship
Business Corre
spondence
Shorthand
Rapid Dictation
Court-Reporting
Touch-Typewriting

In addition to the swellest and
newest productions in

IA//>ob*
IxCdCl^r *LO* VYCCll

V-/lvrLI ill

times find
here the richest and

NOBBIEST THINGS IN

FINE FURNISHINGS AND HATS
^ AT PRICES THAT NONE CAN UNDERSELL.

Columbus, Ohio.
College Calendar-Continued
7. Kiittor inti’odiicos himself to the boys Avho cross his wheattiekl to enjoy the day skating.
9. Ervin. Edgerton, C. Lloyd, and others conrribute seventyfive cents to the mayor for short-cut privileges to the
skating-pond.
12. “Doc.'’ Kline makes his regular Thursday evening call,
14. Conservatory of Music gives a recital.
20. Seniors leave for vacation.
21. Ih-ofessors send the I’reps home for Christmas.^
24. “Doc.” Kline’s calls result in a wedding at J. W, Everal’s.
JANUARY.

7. School opens. Mary Hewitt returns from her trip “East.”
8 Kev. iNIr. Stiverson makes the following announcement in
cliai)el, while inviting the students to attend revival
meetings, “We don't want to have a little side-show by
ourselves, but we want to open up the whole circus at
once.”
9. Queen Elizabeth enters Otterhein.
18. “Ikey” and Fout.s's chicken-coop stroll down the pike,
15. S-p-ho returns from Dayton with violet stains on his collar.
21. “Jack'’ takes an involuntary bath at Minerva l*ark, pre
paratory to meeting Clee.
28. I’rofessor Suavely becomes a happy father.

The Students* Friend
WHEN YOU WANT TO GO ANYWHERE AND
WANT LOW RATES, COME AND SEE US.

Direct Line
to
Toledo
the North
and IVest

Parlor Car on
all trains
between
Columbus
and Toledo

City Ticket Office, 203 North High Street,
C. L. FRANCE, City TicRet Agent.
MOULTON HOUK, Gen’l Pass. Agent.

W. A. PETERS, Pass. Agent.

The Columbus Dry Goods Co.
FINE ENGRAVING
FRATERNITY EMBLEMS and Initials stamped on paper in any color—Gold, Silver, or
Bronze. We will stamp your Fraternity Emblem or Initial on any paper to special order
from our own dies, which we furnish free, saving you the greatest expense, that of having
your die made. Work and quality of stock guaranteed to be the best. Prices the lowest.
(Successors to THE C. H. D. ROBBINS CO.)

jE invite your attention to our complete stock of choice
Canned Goods.
Peaches from 7 to 18 cents per
can. A full line of Confectionery.
Fresh-roasted

peanuts daily.

which

We sell for cash, and our goods are of
the best quality. Call and be convinced.

S. E. FOUTS & COMPANY
Post-office Corner,

^here is a
certain good
feeling

Westerville, Ohio

“TURKEY-FOOT”
and HOCKING : MA^Coal
GIVE TO THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER.
You can have this feeling continuous
by buying your coal of

B. T. DAVIS
Telephone 48.

Westerville, Ohio

That
Student

the firm, elastic step, the ruddy complexion, the bright eyes
—who attracts attention because of his or her very healthy
appearance—is a user of our Groceries and Meats.
That is how they get their mark of distinction. The heart, stomach,
liver, and lungs are all in first-class working condition.
If you want to look like the students, buy your Groceries and Meats
of us, and if you want to appear neat and up-to-date like them, buy
your Dry Goods, Notions, and Shoes, as they do, of

J. W. MARKLE,Y,
MODERN DEPARTMENT STORES,
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

College Calendar—Continued
iiO.
31.

Mary H. failed to rave over the “perfect dreams” of boys
that she met “out East.”
Burr Hughes tells Jess that important business in Colum
bus will prevent his calling this evening. Takes the
seven-thirty car for Nola’s.
FEBRUARY.

1.
2.
3.
7.
8.
10.
11.
12.
!13.
14.
10.
17.

Freshmen play basket-ball. Tommy Hughes gets mad.
Great increase in “points” because of recent snowfall.
Seniors have a class-meeting. A carpenter is called in to
make repairs, which have been necessitated because of
their somewhat noisy deliberations.
Earnest Sander’s kindergarten has a sleighing party.
Lecture in the college chapel on “Les Miserables.” Every
one returns home less miserable.
Sleigh-ride to I’finney’s.
A serious accident results.
Cholly Lesher falls out of the sled.
Junior girls hold a council.
.Tiinior girls give a sleigh-ride in honor of Junior boys.
.Junior boys hold a council.
Junior girls receive valentine greetings from Junior boys.
“Tombstone” Ervin gets in trouble over his two girls.
Miss Davis sings in chapel choir.

Ciie Pogue ^iiop
IS THE PLACE TO FIND MEN’S
FURNISHINGS AND HATS THAT
ARE IN VOGUE.

Cooney & Co.

Chittenden Hotel,

Columbus, Ohio.

Ignorance is Power; but it is destructive. You cannot afford to
trust it. In drugs you ought to have the benefit of
knowledge rounded out with experience.
You can get this, with the best
quality of goods, at

Br. IvEefrr’s Bijarmatp.

MAKE
PICTURE
FRAMES
TO
ORDER
and

MAT BOARDS,
Artistic Furniture and
Novelties.

guarantee

FINEST PERFUMES,
SELECT TOILET ARTICLES,
SOAPS, BEST STATIONERY, BRUSHES,
COMBS, AND DELICIOUS
CANDIES.

Superior Soda, in Season,

The latest shades and
desig:ns in

PFE

our
work.

JS

Call and see us for we desire to make
acquaintance. Remember the Place,

RANNEY & CARTER,

Come in.

fVeiterVille, Ohio,

Cor. State and Main Sts , WESTERVILLE, OHIO-

RoWnd’s 'Ba'k.ery “OTTERBEIN”
--- -----------------------

CAKE AND PIE
Ice Cream and Ices
“Patrick was called to serve on a jury;
’Twas not long until he got into a fury;
‘Your honor, the prisoner’s not guilty,’ he said,
‘Any one would be tempted to steal Rownd’s Bread.’ ”

Westerville, Ohio.

your

SOUVENIRS.

Sterling Silver Spoons,
Sterling Silver Letter-Openers,
Sterling Silver Paper-Knives,
Sterling Silver Enameled Pins,
Solid Gold Enameled Pins,

Besides a nice assortment of other goods.

You will want a “Souvenir” to take home with you, or to send
* to a friend or classmate, and what would be more highly
appreciated than some of the above goods. They can be obtained
only from

R. C. McCOMMON,
Jeweler,
Westerville,

Ohio.

You are invited to visit the

"Baker jirt Galtert;.
Our photos are without doubt the most durable, our
poses the most graceful. We have exclusive styles of mount
ing that cannot be had elsewhere.
THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL AWARDED
AN AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER
at the Paris Exposition.

College Calendar- Continued
M AKC’II.

1.
2.
4.
5.
8.
9.

Direct from Factory.

Dr. Clark's soiontiiii; lecture. Hollis has a point.
Snowing. Bookie and Deeder take a walk.
Delegates return from Toronto convention. Same night
post-ollice robbed.
I'rofessor Scott to fifth year Latin class, “Well, my poor
Soi)honiores, I hn ashamed of you !”
Burr Hughes calls on .Jesse May.
Burr Hughes calls on Nola Knox from 7:30 p. m. to

W* L, T>ougIas and Nelson
Custom-Fit Shoes,
Of course they are at Irwin’s.

(?) A. M.

11.
12.
13.
14.
IG.
17.
20.
21.
2G.
27.

A full line of

Otterbein people hear Ihiderewski from peanut heaven.
Last lecture of the course. Hollis has another girl.
Cleiorlietean open session.
Oi-atorical contest. .Much flirting done. Hollis has a new
girl. ‘Tkey’’ Cowan mysteriously disappears.
Cloudy weather. Bookie and Deeder take a walk.
Blue ^fonday.
Bhilalethean open session. “I’ete” Whetstone doffs his
sweater and dons a shirt.
“Pete'’ Whetstone has a dreadful cold. Bushong mobbed by
the Senior Kuklux Society. The flag remains safe.
Aliustrels and “Sis” (^oons’s comedy.
Dance at the conservatory. Professor Meyer spends a
wakeful night.

THE JENNESS MILLER SHOE,
the most fashionable Ladies’ shoe on the
market.
^ Also full line of

OENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

IRWIN •BROTHERS
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
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PLAY BALL!

Sanders & Fuller Brothers

We liave the largest assortment of Victor and Spalding
Balls, Bats, Gloves, Mitts, and Masks in Central Ohio, and our
prices are the lowest. Uniforms and shoes a specialty.

Fishing TacRle.

Real Estate and Notary Public.
Loans Negotiated.

You can get a good catch with our fine Rods, Reels, Lines,
and Artificial Bait. Drop down and see us.

Fire and Tornado Insurance
Seven Strong Companies Represented.

•

THE COLUMBUS SPORTING GOODS CO.
Oflicc, Weyant Block,

Westerville, Ohio.

G. W. STOCKDALE,

267 North High Street.

Columbus, Ohio.

W. C. BALE, Hardware-Store.

Funeral Director
AND Embalmer.

Granite and Marble
Monuments.
“Rest Hard and S'oft Coal.
Westerville, Ohio.

Spanking good bargains in Fishing Tackle, for all kinds of fish.
Warranted Razors, Knives, Shears, for all kinds of people.

Westerville, Ohio.

^he UNIVERSITY BOOK=STORE,
KEEPS IN STOCK

TEACHERS’

All COLLEGE TEXT-BOOKS,

BIBLES

Miscellaneous Books, ^ Fine Stationery,
Fountain Pens, and Leading Magazines.

a Specialty.

WALL
PAPER
at the lowest

J. L. MORRISON.

possible
i

Westerville, Ohio,

prices.

College Calendar- Continued
28.
BO.
81.

It was reported that Bookie went home for three hours.
“Him and her” tie up. (Ireat rejoicing in Otterbein.
“8is” Coons sits up all night writing a comic opera.

The New Drug=Store

APRIL.

3.
4.
().
10.

Besse lies prostrate because she did not receive her daily
letter from “Pat.”
“I’ete” Whetstone made his first April visit to Dayton.
Olive Bobertson was at home to an Arcanum caller.
Dr. 8cott made his ninth official call to Alice's room for
suggestions concerning the way chapel exercises should
be conducted.

11,

8ihyl goes to press.

13.
20.
22.

Edgerton cracked a joke.
Good shined his shoes and brushed his coat.
‘T*at’’ Walters delivered his famous lecture on “Tne Sta
bility of Manhood” to Ben.
The experienced “Doc.” Kline gave Oscar Charles his third
lesson in conventional pro])osals.
AVeinland actually got a problem in calculus.
Professor Cornetet (to his fourth year Greek class). Peo
ple of your learning have only notions; Professor Jebb
lias all the opinions.”

24.
20.
28.

Patent Medicines, Toilet Soaps,
Cigars and Tobacco.
Special Attention given to Prescriptions.

Also Real Estate and Loans,
Fire and Life Insurance,
Abstracting of Titles.

F. M. RANCK,
141

Proprietor.

Westerville, O.
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HP
.

r .

Ri>f>rV The Leading Dru^-Storc

iSiuhepe printing Company

,N WESTERVILLE.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

Headquarters for Drugs, Patent Medicines, Fancy
Toilet Articles, Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Powders,
Fine Soaps, Sponges, Brushes, Chamois Skins, Etc.
Special attention
given to
Physicians' Pre
scriptions and
Family Recipes by
a Registered
Pharmacist.

Finest line of
Snyder’s
Candies,
always fresh,
constantly
on hand.

Fine Cigars
and Tobaccos,
Pipes,
and Smokers’
Supplies.

A// Kinds Job Printmg,^ Programs^
Invitations^ Cards^ Etc,

Delicious
Ice
Cream
Soda ,
Dopes, and
Phosphates
in Season.

Otterbein’s doings, and a full review w’eekly of Westerville happen
ings, in PUBLIC OPINION.
Subscription price only ?1.0() a year.

Remember the Place, Corner State Street and College Avenue.
College Calendar—Concluded
M.\Y,

Quality,
Price,
Variety,

10.

Following overheard on south college steps : Brubaker
“Which Colninhus paper do you prefer, Suley?” Suley—
“The Evening Press.”
15. Ikev Bower (reading in Senior Bible)—‘“A wise son
niaketh a glad father.’ Gad! the old man ought to be
happy.”
JUIS'E.

2. Astronomy class inirchase lanterns to look for stars.
5. Mamie K and Alice K fired from chapel by l*resident
Scott.
10. Reunion of X-Ray Society. The following charter mem
bers were present: Mabel McCormick, .Tosie ^larkley,
Ethel Shaner, and Shirley Seabrook.
12. Bill Lloyd buys himself a connnencement present.
13. Georgia Scott and Mary Bakcu- entertain the Woman
Haters’ Club.
. , .
15. The celebrated paleontologists return amid great rejoicing.
10. Ah, Meta!
17. Great run on dandelions for haiKpiets.
17. Farewell hop given at the Barnes house.

>

Three things yon expect.

We also aim to give you a cordial greeting,
courteous attention, prompt delivery.

BOOKMAN’S GROCERY
Westerville, Ohio
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She Otterbein Aegis
Will come every month to your home for fifty cents a year,
and bring you all the news concerning the college. No
friend of the college can do without it. The coming Com
mencement issue alone will be worth the year’s subscription
SEND YOUR NAME AND TEN CENTS

Aegis Subscription Agent,

WALTER L. LILLIE & CO.,
184 South High Street,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Makers of

NOW

Ohio
Bell Phone, 1590.
Citizen’s Phone, 1387.

Jrtistic Frames. Artists’’ Materials,
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